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Board Dealings

Board Reappointment
Controversy Continues
By James P. Ballantine
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In a surprising development, it
bas been indicated that the composition of the Hastings Board of
Directors may undergo a more
significant change after the end of
the year than had previously been
thought
It has been a topic of discussion
for some time among the board
IIId members of the College
community that the tenns of two
board members expire on Jan. I,
1989. These seats are expected to
be filled along with a third seat,
which has stood vacantsinceFeb.
1987.
However, in a shocking revelation, several sources close to the
Board disclosed that under the

law, two additional Board tenns
expire on Jan. l.
It has been indicated that the
tenns of board members John
Sproul and Charlene Mitchell
actually expire on Jan l., 1988,
not in 1993 as some College records indicate. It is therefore possible that the Governor will have
the opponunity to appoint not
three, but five director positions.
The tenns of Board Chainnan
Harold S. Dobbs and Vice Chairman Myron "Doc"Etienne expire
on January 1,1989. Thepotential
reappointment of Dobbs, who has
served on the board since 1967,
has provoked criticism from several Board members, including a
letter to Gov. George Deukmejian
urging that he not reappoint
Con6nued on page 19

Blackmun on Court's Future
By Christina Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

Joseph Bochner
NEWS

WRITER

Speaking November 16 in the
Louis B. Mayer Lounge for the
Sixth Annual Mathew O.
Tobriner Memorial Lecture,
United States Supreme Court
Justice Harry A. Blackmun delivered a speech shon on substance but long on melancholy
reflection. The 45-minute address, entitled "Trends and
Countertrends," left many observers wondering whether the
liberal Justice intends to step aside
in favor of the more conservative
forces gathering strength in this
nation's highest court.
Appearing aged but not frail,
the 80-year old Blackmun spoke
inafrrmandresonantbas v i

Revelations of the Contra-cocaine connection.
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He told the capacity crowd of approximately four hundred about
Justice Joseph Story, who
mourned by-gone days nearly 150
years ago after realizing he had
become one of the lone dissenters
in a Court that had taken a radically different view of the
Constitution.
"I am persuaded that by remaining on the bench I could accomplish no good, either for
myself or for my country,"
Blackmun quoted Story as say-

ing. "I am the last of the old race
of judges."
Though Blackmun stopped
shon of drawing an explicit comparison with Justice Story,ll was
hard to ignore the parallels between himself and the disillusioned Justice.
However,
Blackmun struck a positive note
too, observing that, in spite of the
recent election results, "the Republic will survive - it always
Con6nued on page 17

ASH Constitutional Amendment
Appears Defective
L.w

NEWS STAFF REPORT

The ASH Governing Council apparently bypassed the require!ment for student-body approval of any amendment to the ASH
!constitution when it voted to amend the student charter during a
!meeting on Tuesday night..
The Council approved a resolution, offered by Treasurer PhyliSl
!Bursh, which purponed to amend the constitution so as to absolve
ASH from any financial responsibility for the Law News and te
!empower a commiuee to resolve grievances against the newspaper.
trhe amendment was written by the ASH Executive Board, withou
!conSUlting the Law News.
ASH President Leora Goren and Parliamentarian Rence Fenton
infonned the council that the amendment would become effective i
two-thirds of those ASH representatives present at themeeLing voted
for it. They appeared to have ignored or been unaware of the
!Constitutional requirement for student approval of such amendments.
The Law News, which was infonned of the proposed amendments
pnly minutes before the meeting began, opposed the proposal. Burst
moved to have the meeting conducted in "confidential ses ion," 10
which the Law News would treat all comments ｡ｾ＠ off the record. Th(
newspaper objected and the motion ｷ｡ｾ＠
withdrawn During brie
ｾ･｢｡ｴＬ＠
representatives of the Law News were given a limited
ｾｰｯｮｵｩｴｹ＠
to voice their objections to the proposal. The resolution
passed with the minimum necessary VOles (16 to 4 with 3 abstentions).
Although council members believed they altered the Hastings
ｦｯｂＮＹｾｴｨＧＺ､＠
student charter, it appears the ASH council ､ｾＬｮｯｴ＠

Neighbors Wary Over West Block Plans
By Christina A. Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

Following revelations that
Hastings board members diverted
scholarship funds to finance the
development of West Block, the
future of the propeny has taken
on particular importance for the
College.
Under pressure to repay the
loan, which the board took out to
finance thecourt-ordered replacement of divened funds, some
board members see development
of the property as a way to relieve
its economic burdens while pro-

viding a pnvate revenue source
crucial to future growth.
However, the goals of the infonnal coalition of neighborhood
advocates working to perserve the
Tenderloin as a residential community are notalways in harmony
with the school 's interests regarding West B lock. Any solution the
school pursues will have to come
to tenns with a neighborhood that
feels Hastings, at least in the past,
has been less than neighborly.
Community representatives
differ as to how they would like to
see West Block used. Some want

affordable housing on the site,
others do not m ind how the school
uses it so long as it works wIthin
thecurrentzoning, and stIll others
would not object to seeing the
parcels used for educational or
courthouse facilities.
Local activists are unanimous
in their opposition to further efforts by the school to use the
property for high-rise commercial development.
While appreciative of recent
efforts by the new Hastings administration tocommunicate with
neighborhood representatives,

local groups say they have yet to
see any real indication that the
board is willing to work withm
the current residential zoning.
Executi ve Director of theNonh
of Market Planning Coalition
Nancy Russell was one of several
neighborhood activists to meet
with Hastings' Dean Read and
Chief Financial Officer Joan
Majerusearlytlusmonth. Russell
believes the new administration
is sincere in its desire to work
with the community, but she notes
that "they have different interests
Con6nued on page 19
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Nader Stumps Insurance
Initiative at Hastings
if you live in a physically brutalized society and are not around to
By Joe Fogel
STAFF WRITER
enjoy them? No country in the
would respects the health and
Ralph Nader spoke to a near
safety of the individual as our
capacity audience at Hastings on
country does. You would never
Oct. 28, discussing the insurance
get IUD or asbestos litigation in
and litigation situations, some
Britain."
philosophical concerns of attendNader also made a strong ating law school and Proposition
tack on those who cry that there is
103. The event was sponsored by
an explosion of litigation, he reOLEOP and HPILF.
peatedly asked for the evidence.
Nader began by strilcingagainst
Any increase in litigation is "in
those who complain about the
accordance with the population
number of propositions on this
growth and an increasingly comyear's ballot, decrying people who
plex economy, not because juries
say they "don't have time to be
and judges are 'going crazy, .., he
informed but have time to play
said. Nader strongly believes that
poker, bowl and watch television
courts should be expanded and
an average of 25 hours per week
and don't have time to be a pillar
made more efficient. "Why is it
of the democratic society." He
that we have to ration justice?" he
felt that politicians flattered votasked. We can expand the proers too often rather than presentduction of cat food but we can't
ing the real issues of the day. This
expand our judicial system. There
wasahigherpercapita use of civil
courts in 1830 than today. We
have no more litigation per capita
than Denmark, Australia and New
Zealand. The courts are the last
resort for the little person and
deserve a higher priority in the
economy than they currently receive."
In addressing a question on how
he maintains his stamina after so
many frustrating battles, Nader
responded that "nothing is more
frustrating than doing nothing."
In closing, Nader asked the. II
ence to make a decision to "go
through life, using your conscience and your talent for the
ends of justice because there will
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader during his speech at Hastings. be either rule of power or the rule
of law."
supports the constant need for
citizen consumer groups to monitor Large and powerful segments
By Joe Fogel
of society.
"Lapdog" of the insurance compaSTAFF WRITER
Nader believes that the insurnies who answered only 9 of the
ance crisis began in the early 80s
A forum on the four insurance over 100,000 complaints filed in
when high interest rates forced initiatives on theCalifomia ballot 1986.
competition and price cuts. Rates was held at Hastings on Tuesday,
Dorry stressed that Proposition
of return have since decreased November 1. The event, spon103 ,dubbed the "Voter's Revolt,"
and " ...reinsurers in Western sored by the Other Legal Educa- was theonlyconsumer-orientated,
Europe, led by Lloyd's of Lontion Opportunity Program "grass-roots" initiative on the
don, sent out the call to reduce (OLEOP) and the Hastings Pub· ballot, supported by a large numcoverage and raise rates-which Iic Interest Law Foundation ber of smaU contributions. "Its
is exactly what happened."
(HPILF) , included speakers on success wiu help save the initiaNader supportS Proposition 103 behalf of Propositions 100, 103, tive process from the special interbecause it gives a "modest refund
104, and 106, debate, and ques- est groups which have invaded
for the unconscionable hikes of tions from the audience.
the process," she said.
the last few years," and through
And the Winner is._
Proposition 103 was narrowly
contributions which can be made
Niaz Dorry, the regional cam- approved by 51. I % of the electorat the same time as premiums are paign director for Proposition 103, ate. Supporters claim that the
paid, creates a "grassroots, watch- the only winning proposition, said current high insurance costs come
dog group to police the insurance her initiative would create an from an inefficient industry and
industry." While other proposi- elected state insurance commis- that a price cut would force an
tions used paid services to gather sioner who would serve as a con- increase in efficiency, resulting
signatures required to get on the sumers' watchdog over the insur- in more competitive rates. On the
ballot Proposition 103 utilized ance industry. She criticized the morning following the election a
only volunteer efforts .
present system of appointed com- number of insurance companies
The insurance companies have missioners and described the filed suit challenging the constithe "most creative accounting current commissioner as a tutionalityofProposition 103 and
systems ever," Nader said. Prop<>si tion 103 will force the insurers
to open their records to public
scrutiny if they want to avoid the
mandatory rate cuts. Nader believes that if a few insurers leave
California other, more efficient,
companies will move into their
places, he said.
Nader also challenged the audience to think about the parameters of our own legal education,
about what topics which are taught
and those which are not-the lack
of corporate crime in criminal law,
for example. Nader stressed the
relationship between law and
power. "The Law's function is to
restrain it, discipline it, curtail it,
civilize it and redirect it," he said.
"There are three pillars of our
democracy, civil rights, civil liberties and safety rights, but what
good are civil rights and liberties

Nakelsky Elected NAPIL President
By Timothy M. Cavanaugh
STAFF WRITER

Third-year Hastings student
Myra Nakelsky was elected president of the National Association
for Public Interest Law (NAPIL)
by the NAPIL Board of Directors
at its national conference at the
George Washington University
Law Center in Washington, D.C.
last month.
NAPIL, founded two years ago,
is a coalition of public interest
law foundations and studentfunded feUowships from 40 law
schools around the country. It
offers these disparate groups with
a national center where they can
share and access information,
ideas and resources. NAPIL's
ongoing objective is to build a
national movement for the promotion of public interest law in
both Law schools and the law
community. NAPIL provides its

members with materials and information on pledge drives, fellowship and employment opportunities, and loan forgiveness
programs. "I look forward to this
great opportunity to work with
people from across the nation who
have the same, important interests," said Nakelsky.
Nakelsky has dedicated much
of her time at Hastings to public
interest law. Last year she cofounded the Student Loan Amnesty Project (SLAP), served as
vice president of NAPIL and
Treasurer of the Hastings Public
Interest Law Foundation (HPILF).
This year, in addition to her responsibilitiesas NAPIL president,
Nakelsky is Chair of Student
Activities for HPILF and continues to be an active member of
SLAP.
One of NAPIL's current
campaigns is the "Public

II

conJinued on page 17

Mascot: A Big Fish Story
By Matthew Davis
ExECUJTVE EDITOR
Just when you thought it was
safe to go back to the "Beach," the
Hastings Society for Esprit de
Corps announced that students
overwhelmingly selected the
Shark as the College's "official"
mascot. Last month almost 500
students submitted their preferences for a school symbol during
a poll conducted by the Society.
Students preferred The Sharks
over other suggested mascots,
which included the ''The Reasonably Prudent Persons," "The Concrete Commandos," "The Winos"

and "The Frank Watsons."
The Hastings' administration
has yet to give the mascot any
bite. As of this writing, the image
of the selachian has not appeared
on official College letterhead .
"Were studying the issue to make
sure that the image conforms with
the very positive image of the
school which we're trying to
convey. There's so much good
news coming out of this place,
and we want to make sure our
selection of a mascot helps to
depict this," said one Hastings
official who did not wish to be
identified.

"Voter's Revolt": Insurance Proposition 103 Approved by California
the CalifornIa Supreme Court
blocked its enactment until the
cases can be heard. This week
Attorney General John Van de
Kamp asked the state's highest
court to lift its order restraining
implementation of the proposition.

A Word From the Losers
Former Belmont Mayor Gary
Orton spoke for Proposition 100,
the so-called "Good Driver Initiative." He warned that the antitrust exemption enjoyed by insurance companies had created an
environment in which there was
only one insurer for California
municipalities.
Steve Young, the advocate for
Proposition 104, the "No-Fault"
initiative, declared that "there is
no better system for compensating people than no-fault" Hedid
not discuss the elimination of pain
and suffering compensation for
many accident victims. He said

that contrary to popular beliefauto
liability insurers are not making
vastprofitsbutactuallylostmoney
in 1986 and that determinations
of fault has greatly driven up insurance costs. "Anyone who
believes that Proposition 100 has
anything to do with good drivers
would believe that the Nazis were
freedom fighters," Young said.
Tom Scordini spoke in favor of
Proposition 106, which would
have limited the contingency fees
attorney could charge theirclients.
Proposition 106 was narrowly
defeated. Scordini admitted that
Proposition 106 was clearly an
"imperfect initiative, like all the
propositions." Nevertheless, it
was short and easy to read, he
said. Scordini stressed the "need
to see the Larger issues behind it"
and that the shock it would deliver to the current system would
help stave off more severe changes
that might be necessary later.

•
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BAR REVIEW PROGRAM COMPARISON*
*Information Obtained from BARIBRI Office Los Angeles
BARPASSERS Office Santa Monica
BARPASSERS
Course Cost

Course Duration

October 1988

BARIBRI

$1,195*
$1 ,195*
Both have a $200 early enrollment discount before November 18, 1988

7-8 Weeks
Substantive lectures finish in 6 weeks

Graded Exams
Performance Tests
Simulated Bar Exam

Performance Clinics

Essay Writing Workshops

7-8 Weeks
Substantive lectures through the 8th week

33

12

8

1

3 Consecutive Days
( actual conditions )

2 Saturdays
(separate days)

8

4

(3 Y2 hour sessions )

(3 Y2 hour sessions)
10 Hours in Class

24 Hours in Class

(HBJIBARIBRI Essay Advantage
At Least $445 Extra)

Practice Multi-State
Questions
Multi-State Workshops

1,500

3,200

3 (10 Hours in Class)

6 (24 Hours in Class )

(HBJIBARIBRI Multi-State Advantage At Least $125 Extra)

Focus

Comments:

California Exclusively

43 States

Enroll by November 18, 1988

SAVE $200.00
(Don't Get Caught Short)
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Bomb Victim Alleges Shadow Government
and U.S. military personnel. neer the La Penca bombing ..
Pastora, the intended victim, surThe Christic Institute, which
STAFF WRITER
vived the blast, which killed eight won the Karen Silkwood case in
A plaintiff in a federal civil and injured 28. people including 1984, says that Avirgan and
conspiracy suit naming the U.S. Avirgan.
Honey's investigation linked
military, the CIA, and key figures
Following his recovery, Avir- ｾ＠
from the Iran-contra scandal, gan and Honey began to investiCosta Rica-basedjournalist Tony gate the etiology of the blast
Avirgan spoke at Hastings Nov. 2 According to the two journalists,
in an event sponsored by the the information they uncovered
National Lawyers Guild, LaRaza, revealed a complex pattern of
and The Women's Law Journal.. covert operations by U.S. miliRepresented by the Washing- tary-in tell igence personnel
ton, D.C.-based public intcrestlaw going back decades and spanning
firm the Christic Institute, Avir- four continents.
ganand his wife, fellow journalist
Avirgan says Christic Institute
Martha Honey, filed the suit in documents show that the bombfederal court in Miami in 1986 ing was executed by Contra leadunder the controversial federal ers and certain U.S. citizens seekRICO statute. The suit charges a ing to eliminate Pastora because
"secret team" of defendants with of his opposition to CIA involvea conspiracy, stretching back 40 ment in the Contra cause. The
years to pursue U.S. interests plaintiffs also claim to have found
abroad via an array of covert evidence of a secret Contra base
operations including sabotage, in Costa Rica used to ship cocaine
drug-running, arms dealing and andothernarcotics into the United
PHoTo BY LAUREN ｆｉｎｄＡｾ＠
political assassination. Featured
States.
Rep. Barbara Boxer D-San
prominently in the suit are allegaAvirgan says that the opera- Francisco spoke at Hasungs
.
Nov.
tions linking CIA and U.S. mili- tion, based in part on the Costa
bee nre-e Iected
Boxer
has
4.
Rep.
tary figures with a drug-traffickRican ranch of defendant John to her congressional seat for the
ing ring operated from a secret Hull and ostensibl y an arms-sup- 6th
District winning 84 percent of
Contra base in Costa Rica to fi- ply channel, had the trappings of the vote. The event was sponnance the war against Nicaragua. a fully-outfitted drug-smuggling
sored by Hastings's tudent De moA freelance news journalist outfit:
clandestine airstrips, crats.
working mostly for ABC, NBC, payoffs to local officials, and
BBC, and PBS, Avirgan was periodic plane shipments to and
drawn into the conflict when in- from the United States with no several Americans implicated in
jured by a terrorist bombing in the questions asked
the Iran-Contra scandal with
small town of La Penca, NicaraA wealthy Indiana farmer covert drug-running in Laos durgua on May 30, 1984. Avirgan owning 8,000 acres of Costa Rica ing the Viet Nam war, the topwas in La Penca filming a press ranchland near the Nicaraguan piing of the popularly-elected
conference at the isolated outpost border, Hull is accused by Avir- Allende government in Chile
of former Contra Commander
gan and Honey of overseeing a during the early 70s, and the reEden Pastora, who had called the CIA-endorsed cocaine-smuggling placement of Iran's democraticonference to protest domination operation between Contra bases cally-elected Prime Minister with
of the Contra movement by CIA and the U.S. and helping to engi- Shah Reza Pahlavi in the 1950s
ｾＭＬ＠
Scheduled to commence last
June, the Chris tic Institute suit
was thrown out of court by Judge
King,aNixon appointee, four days
before trial on issues. Avirgan,
who alleges that the dismissal was
election-oriented,isconfidentthat
the suit will be reinstated within
the year.
If you find yourself getting crowed out of your fitness facility, try
President-elect Bush has so far
our center on for size. At Clark Hatch we don't allow crowds. As
remained clear of charges sura matter of fact., we limit our membership in order to maintain the
rounding the Contra scandal.
high level of personalized instruction for which our centers are
Asked recently about possible
known. So next time you wait more than you workout, call 392revelations by Panamanian dicta8000 and ask for the Clark Hatch Fitness Center. The only thing
tor Noriega regarding Contra
you have to lose is your place in line.
supply operations, Bush replif ·f:
"Ifhe [Noriega] has something or
All Hastings students can join now for as low as $30.00/mo. plus a any of these little left -wing outfits
une time initiation fee. Call today for your free trial workout.
Iike the Christic Institute have
something, let' s see what it is. Let
the American people have it examined and have a fair resolution
made."
ｾ＠
PHYSICAL FITNESS CENTERS

By Chris Vanderlaan

At Clark Hatch
You Don't Wait
You Just Exercise

ｾ＠

CLARK HATCH

Located in the Ramada Renaissance Hotel at 5th & Market

392-8000 ext. 3570

L-____________________________
ｾ＠

Editor's note: more information is available directly from the
Christic Institute. Mail requr ,.
to: The Christic Institute, IJL4
North Capitol St.,NW, Washington, D.C. 20002.

Abortion Debate Provokes
Controversy, Few Minds Change
By Matthew Davis
EXECUTIVE

EDrroR

In a preview of likely future
oral arguments before the U.S.
Supreme Court, pro-life and prochoice forces crossed their rhetorical swords at Hastings last
month.
Approximately 150
people attended a debate, sponsored by the St. Thomas More
Society and moderated by Professor Raymond Forrester, on the
question of whether "a fetus
should be considered a person
under the U.S. Constitution." As
expected, the 9O-minute event
focused on the continued legality
of abortions in America.
Dr. Raymond Dennely, a professor of ethics and philosophy at
the University of San Francisco,
spoke in favor of the proposition
with a logician's precision. He
said that biologists universally
agree life begins at conception;
afterthatpointnothingmoreneeds
to take place except for the DNA
code to unfold. "It is a fallacy to
bestow personhood on [a fetus] at
some convenient point," he said.
"If we are not a human as a
zygote, then we are not a human
when we are born," Dennely said.
All human rights must be presupposed on the right to life and those
rights vest at conception. ''Therefore, there is no such thing as
'pro-{;hoice'inademocraticsociety. Society ought to be antichoice when those choices hit
upon the rights of others," he
added.
Dick Grosboll, co-chair of the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) pro-choice task force,
countered that theologians, philosophers and scientists have been
unable to agree on the question of
when human life begins, despite
centuries of debate. The Supreme
Court acknowledged in Roe v.
Wade that it was not equipped to
resolve this riddle; rather it is for
the pregnant woman to decide for
herself. "Pro-choice is not proabortion," he said. "The real issue is the right to choose."
"The ACLU is involved becauseofprivacyconcems. There
should be no governmental intrusions into the decision of whether

to give birth," Grosboll said.
"Professor Dennely espouses one
particular religious view on abortion. Other religions have contrary views," he said.
Dennely noted that historically
every civil Iibenies movement
involved an initial question of who
is a person and will that person be
extended the status of personhood.
The pro-choice position that the
fetus is not a person is similar to
the slavemaster saying that blacks
are not human or the Nazi proclaiming that Jews are not people,
he said.
Grosboll objected to analogizing a woman's right to an abortion with terrible chapters of
human history. "It is a great civil
liberty to have this choice. The
law and the government should
withdraw from the question," he
said.
Most Seem Set in Their Views
Both men fielded pointed questions from panelists and members
of the audience, all of whom
appeared to have clearly defined
views on the issue of abortion.
The well-oiled responses drew
occasional hisses and cheers, but
seemed to have little effect in
swaying opinion among a crowd
that, for the most part, was comprised of either staunch pro-life
or pro-choice advocates.. As has
become common in abortion
debates, much time was spent
wrangling over semantics, definitions, statistics and medical
technology.
After the discussion, secondyear Kirsten Brubeck said, "It
wasn't a debate. The question
was inappropriate. Nevertheless,
theACLU is right; you're entitled
to your belief."
However, RandaOsman, also a
second-year, thought that
Grosboll performed poorly during the debate. "He cloaked
himselfinRoev. Wade and didn't
give evidence," she said.
"It was a good chance to see
both sides. The pro-choice people
showed their lack of being able to
support their perspective," second-year Bruce Poetter said.
"The debate was askew. One
man spoke of murder; one man
colflUtwd 011 JNlfe 17

9{g,wsty[e
BEAUTY SALON
771-5386
Haircuts - $8
Perms (Including cut)
$27 and up
Open 7 days a week from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
153 Hyde Street San Francisco, CA 94102
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FREE COURSE REVIEW
THIS WEEKEND
AND NEXT!
Contracts

Sat. 11/19

Civil Procedure Sat. 11/19

10-lpm

Classroom A

2-5pm

Classroom A

Criminal

Sun. 11/20 11-2pm

Evidence

Sun. 11/20 3-6pm

Torts

Sat. 12/3

Corps
Property

Kaplan Center

"

"

10-lpm

"

"

Sat. 12/3

2-5pm

"

"

Sun. 12/4

11-2pm

"

"

Kaplan-SMH Bar Review Services invites all interested law
students to attend anyone of the following review lectures.
Lectures are on videotape, and there is absolutely no admission
charge or obligation.

Kaplan Educational Center
50 First Street
San Francisco
(415)546-4100
RSVP Appreciated
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Lathrope Adds Versatility
By James T. Schmid
STAff WRITER

If you sat down and looked
over the collected resumes of
every member of the faculLy or
administration at Hastings, it
would be prelly difficulL to find
any particular one which really
stood out from all the others.
All of the resumes list the kinds
of impressive credentials that
would lead to a position at a wellrespected law school, ouLStanding academic achievemenLS, years
of successful practice, authorship
of scholarly books and articles.
But even among such a distinguished group, there's a good
chance that Dan Lathrope's resume would caleh your eye.
lL's not just the fact that
Lathrope has served as associate
academic dean,. is currently academic dean, or that he has also
served as acting dean last year.
What's really remarkable is that
Lathrope has done all those things
just two years after being given
tenure at Hastings.
Since arriving at Hastings in
1980, Lathrope has been one of

ing on the unfamiliar tasks of
speaking to the legislalUre, over
seeing the school's finances, and
handlingmanyotherresponsibilities that Lathrope said are unique
lO running such a large, free-standing public law school. He admitted thejob was a little overwhelming. "There's nothing in your
training as a lawyer, or in practicing law, that prepares you to be an
administrator," Lathrope said.
By all accounLS, Lathrope did a
good job of keeping the College
on an even keel before Dean Read
took over this year. Now he has
relUrned to his position as academic dean and is glad lO trade in
the excitement of changing positions for the stability of concenlraling on a single job.
"I have the feeling that I haven't done anything twice at this
school," Lathrope said. "Nothing's a routine yel."
As academic dean, Lathrope has
wide-ranging responsibilities for
controlling every academic program on campus. The job involves
working with faculty, studenLS,
LW&R instructors, clinical inｳｾ｣｡ｮ､ｧｲｯｵｨｌｅｏｐ＠

Holy Cow, I Need a Beer
By David Glitzer
STAff WRITER

It's Friday night, well, maybe
Saturday night, or maybe it's
Tuesdaynighl. Afterninestraight
hours in the library you be lucky
to tell the difference between day
and night You SlOp on the comer
of Hyde and McAllister and lean
up against a pole; a dizzy, Iightheaded feeling has come over you.
You search your law ravaged mind
for a possible reason for this ill
feeling. Suddenly, you buckle at
the knees and your feet begin lO
twileh. Now your numb mind
understands, what you have is the
law school blues, and what you
need is loud music pounding in
your ears, a frosty bottle ofbeer in
your hand and a room ful of people
getting crazy. You need lO party
the blues away.
When down home, no frills,
kick out the jams and screaming
partying is required, there is no
bener place to achieve it than
South of Market For the law
student on a budget this means
The Holy Cow. Located at 1531
Folsom between 11 th and 12th

StreeLS, the "Cow" can be easily
identified by the huge bovine
hanging oULSide the bar.
Once inside (there's never a
cover),youseeacoupleofpinball
machines and a packed bar area
If you tum immediately lO your
left you'll find a conveniently
located watering hole. Beers are
$1.75 for domestic and $2.50 for
imported. If Anchor Steam is
your brew, get a pint for $2.25.
Well drinks run about $2.50, with
call brands $3.50 and up.
Now that you've got your poison, take a spin around the joint,
see if anything calehes your fancy.
Located in the back is the medium
size dance floor. You won't see
anyone showing off their moves,
just couples dancing lOgether lo a
progressive/rock and roll mix.
Glancing up for a second, you
notice the mirror, cleverly angled
to let the dancers check out how
good their moves look. Well, at
least they can check out the back
view of the person with whom
they're dancing. As the latest
INXS song gives way to the
rumblings of "Sympathy for the
Devil," you can make your way lo

the other side of the bar.
As you move through the
crowd, notice the interesting mix
of people. Here there are punkers, hippies, studenLS, yuppies,
professional hipsters, new wavers and everything else thrown in
for variety. People come to the
"Cow" when they're tired of
having to put on an act Youreach
the pool table just as some guy
who thinks he's in "The Color of
MOIley"leLSoutahowl,and you're
surprised that no one lUrns around
and stares, but hey, you're at the
"Cow."
When you're 10 or 20 beers
inlO the night, the crowd has finally thinned oul. All thoughLS of
law school are long gone, your
mind focuses on how lo caleh a
cab. It's almost two, closing time,
you walk out with a couple of
other patrons, throw a salute to
the hanging bovine and stroll
down the street Your law school
blues have been well medicated,
you're feeling fine, but then again,
maybe one beer at The Paradise
Lounge would finish the evening
off just right ...

Restaurant Scene

Squids Grabs the Lunch Crowd
By Edith N. Drinkett
GUESTWRITER

the most versatile members of the
faculty and the administration.
During a period of significant
change and turmoil at the highest
levels of the College, he has also
provided an important degree of
stability lO the administration.
Last year, Lathrope was called
upon to serve as acting dean when
Dean Prunty resigned.Lathrope
unprecedented rise
said ｨｩｾ＠
through the ranks of the administration definitely came as a surprise. "One year after getting
tenure, it wasn't where I expected
to be," he remarked.
Lathrope dug inlO the job, tak-

and ASH, which demands a great
deal of diplomacy to bring them
all together.
According lO other members of
the faculty and administration,
Lathrope's ability to peaceably
reconcile all the different interesLS at Hastings and get a consensus on academic policy is his
strong suil. Dean Read crediLS
Lathrope with "exceptional academic jUdgment" and "a winning
personality."
"I may be the luckiest new dean
in the country," Read said, citing
the advantages of having somecontinued on poge 8

Most Hastings studenLS have
probably had a beer and a few
appetizers at Squids, but not many
have tried the lunch menu. Although studenLS usually buy
lunches costing several dollars
less, Squids is a reasonable alternative to delis and fast food.
Squids holds true lo iLS name,
and the backbone of iLS menu
comes from variations on seafood. For the student on a budget,
most of the plates came in large
servings, and one could split
dishes to provide variety without
going away hungry. The salad
menu provides the usual options
and adds a ceviche salad that may
be the lightest, freshest item on
the entire menu. The ceviche
contains fresh bay shrimp, scallops and squid over a crispy bed
of lettuce and is lOpped with a
tangy sauce. The salad contains
generous portions of everything,
so that our copy editor could not
even finish it.
The pasta menu contains consistent versions of Iinguini and

fettecini favorites. Our editor in
chief feasted on Iinguini and calamari in a white, cream sauce.
He Celt it was well prepared, and
was surprised by the extraordinary quantity of calamari. On the
fish menu, the best choices come
from the grill. The baked
monkfish was disappointingly
overcooked but was accompanied
with fresh cooked vegetables. Try
Squids' version of the school
mascot, Shark Hollywood, or the
fresh grilled fish specials.
If you really wanted lo go lo the
deli, but your friend dragged you
to Squids, try the generous,excellently done burgers. They are
huge, cooked lo order, and come
with all the trimmings. At $4.95,
they are the biggest bargain in the
place. The frangione is an open
faced roll with ILalian-style sausage, calamari and cheese, smothered in a zesty marinara sauce.
Overall, Squids remains a pleasant haven for Hastings studenLS.
The well-stocked bar has an extensive wine list to complement
thefamiliardecor. The good lunch
service merely adds to the
stressless atmosphere. Nick, the

manager of Squids, always has a
smile to welcome weary, dreary
law studenLS.
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Question Woman

Baby, You Can Drive My Car
By Dino Velez
FEATIJRES EDITOR

Since the advent of Yuppie
culture (Is that an oxymoron?),
BMW has been the most criticized badge of materialism.
People get more than a little irate
when some snot-nosed kid straight
out of school wastes $25,000 on a
boxy sedan, while people around
the world are starving and homeless. Yet, I think that BMW
owners have suffered enough at
the hands of social do-gooders,
and have taken enough punishmenl
Pragmatists argue that the
money spent on BMWsshould be
spent on a worthier cause. BMW
owners, however, realize that they
are being wasteful and already
feel a tremendous amountofguilt.
You see, the "Bimmer" owner
discovers, all too quickly, that the
car costs him a small fortune in
financing, insuring and maintaining his "driving machine." Surely
we must pity such selfish, soulless creatures.
Further, the more socially advanced argue that a BMW confers no special status upon its
buyer. Yet, a BMW owner must
realize that his newly bought status
symbol is tainted when cars costing thousands of dollars less perform and look better. Some BMW
owners remain oblivious to social
graces; one must feci sorry for
them because they have fallen
hopelessly out of step.
Finally, responsible citizens
assert that BMW owners drive

irresponsibly. These citizen speak
the awful truth, because BMW
owners generally suffer from a
"need for speed." Unfortunately,
the turbine-like throb of the engine has replaced Valium on the
list of most addicting items in
Marin.
The owners of BMWs have
suffered enough. They need your
help to overcome their problems.
You see, All they need is a little
kindness and understanding to
start their road to recovery, and
say the words,'1 am a BMW
owner." Basketball is Back!
In the United States there are
about 43,00 brain surgeons but
less than 400 NBA players. What
does this prove? Well, not much,
but many potential hoop fans fail
to realize that the new season of
the NBA will again provide us
with the greatest talent in the
world. Most of the complaints
come from people who have not
yet learned how to follow the pace
or strategy of an NBA game. For
those on a need to know basis,
there are several tricks how to
develop more interest in the game.
As most regular viewers realize, a pro game is rarely decided
in the first quarter. If you would
like to learn how to be a better
player or find it hard to keep up
with the fast action, just watch
one great player for the entire
quarter. For example, focus on
Larry Bird, Michael Jordan or
Magic Johnson everywhere they
go in the first period. You will
learn all of the proper fundamen- '
laIs and "little tricks" they em-

ploy to their advantage. You will
find that the great players position themselves to make things
easier for themselves and their
teammates.
As the second quarter approaches, determine which team
is dominating the matchups. Pay
careful attention to the incoming
players. Coaches send in substitutes to create problems for the
opponent or tosolveexisting ones.
For instance, when Mychal Thompson comes in for tile Lakers,
he shoots from 12 feet and usually
plays the high post. Thus, the
opposing center is forced to play
outside, and James Worthy has
more room to drive to the hoop.
The team that dictates the matchups and plays more cohesively
with the new players usually takes
the lead at halftime.
The th ird quarter can be cri tical
because the coaches havea chance
to implement their halftime adjustments. The right strategy can
shrink or increase a lead in the
third period. Watch new options
develop from plays that were run
in the first half and try to determine which team exhibits greater
tenacity. Many poor teams, like
last year's Warriors, will fold in
the third quarter, only to make a
futile closing rush in the fourth
quarter.
Finally, by the fourth quarter
you've got it all figured out, the
players, the strategy and the
momentum. Just Sit back and be
entertained. The intensity of the
final period never falls to bring
｣ｯｮｴｩｵｾ､＠

on ｰｯｧｾ＠
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Music Review

R.E.M. No Longer "Green"
By Tracy Thomas
STAFF WRITER

A year and a half has passed
since any new material has
emerged from the R.E.M. camp,
and now the Athens, Georgia
based band has blown back onto
the album charts with the exceptional new release "Green." With
each successive effort R.E.M.
expands and redefmes their already distinctive style, a sound
that has pushed the group to the
lop of the alternative rock-and
roll scene.
R.E.M. has long been labelled
the "darlings of campus radio."
The colleges of America serve as
a strong power base from which
the band has drawn their legion of
devoted fans. But eight years
have passed since they broke onto
the scene with "Murmur," and
with the passing of time comes
maturity. "Green" reflects the

band's growth in the tight, internal coheSIOn of the songs and in
the overall quality of the record.
The album stays mainly within
familiar R.E.M . boundanes;
rootsy rock and roll surrounding
highly cryptic lyrics, but it also
moves Ifl some new directions.
"Green" IS far less political than
the band's last release, "Document," which singer/lyricist Michael Stipe has called "obviously
Marxist." Cuts like "Get Up,"
"Pop Song 89" and "Stand" are
typicall y strong R.E.M. songs, and
the band rips through them with
precision. Guitarist Peter Buck's
playing contains so many sweet
guitar riffs and hooks that Buck
threatens to run away with the
album. A perfect example of
Buck's style comes on the album's lead single, "Orange
Crush." Buck's playing on this
song is crisp and strong, one of
the main reasons why the song

has already vaulted into heavy
radiO rotation.
On "Green,"theband has a few
surprises in store for the listener.
Stipe and company have dec "d
to try their communal hand .. t a
coupleofdown-tempolovesongs.
On these cuts Stipes' vocal and
poetic abilities shine. "You Are
Everything" and another, unutled
love song deviate from the band 's
normal mode, a move which may
have been caused by Stipe's deepening romance With Natalie Merchant, lead singer for 10,000
Maniacs. In "Green,"RE.M. has
undoubtedly produced an album
that will remain on the alternative
charts for a long ume, but it is also
accessible enough to provide them
with mainstream crossover possibilities. Given the high standard
by which fans have come to
measure RE.M., this album can
only add to the band's history of
excellence.

By Audrey Israel
Is the opportunity to go to law school a right
or a privilege?
Steve Raskovich. 3rd

year.
"Obviously ｾｳ＠ a privilege
because of the admissions process because
the school has the power
to decide who attends
and that makes ｾ＠ a privilege:

Beth Dumas, 2nd
year
"All education is a right, so
law school is a right. However, just because ｾｳ＠ a
right does not mean there
aren't standards for admission which preclude some
people from exercising that
right."

John Beattie, 1st
year.
"Its a priVilege because I
have the opportunity that
others don't to gain the
tools to fight for what I
believe in and make it a
ｲ･｡ｬｾｹＬ＠
i e. the opportunity to change the
system."

Dawn Judd,1 st year,
"If someone is qualified and
desirous of gOing to law
school, then economically it
is their right to go. ; meamng
some sort of government
aid should be provided "

Jeff Adelman, 1st
year. "Its more of a
privilege because there is
no government obligation
to provide enough law
schools for everyone in
the country to attend. But
becoming a lawyer as oppossed to going to law
school is a right because
everyone has a right to
the information."

Sophie BreaU, 3rd
year
"Its a privilege because
although everyone has the
right to an education, not
everyone has the opportunity and the privilege to
purpose a higher education."
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Lathrope How Clever Can Exam Hypos Get?

conJinued from page 6

one with Lathrope's administrative experience already on board.
Of course, Lathrope also has a
strong background as a teacher
and scholar. Listed among his
credentials is co-authorship of two
widely-used casebooks, "Fundamentals of Corporate Taxation"
and "Fundamentals of Par1J1ership Taxation."
Before coming to Hastings,
Lathrope studied and practiced
law in several different parts of
the country. He received his jurisdoctrate degree from Northwestern, practiced in Phoenix for
a year, and then returned to school
at New York University to earn
LL.M. in taxation. Surprisingly,
Lathrope's real home is in the
Bay area. A native of Antioch,
Lathrope now lives in Lafayette
with his wife, Beverly, anddaughter, Alison, and son, Scott.

"There's no doubt about
it, sports are his thing."
The official faculty proftle on
Lathrope states that his interests
inel ude water skiing and stained
glass, but just about anyone at
Hastings can be more specific than
thaI. "There's no doubt about it,
sports are his thing," said one facUlty member.
Lalhrope plays both basketball
and baseball, and he acts as agent
for a friend who plays pro baseball. He is an avid fan of Bay area
sports, and a frequent attendee at
Warrior's games and Cal Bear
football games. He says that he's
also an A's fan, although there is
a suspicious amount of Chicago
Cubs memorabilia in his office.
He also plays something called
"rotisserie baseball," where a
group of people set up a mock
league, forming teams, trading
players and playing games, all on
paper.
Lalhrope 's interest in sports has
also extended to his role in setting
the curriculum at Hastings. Now,
anyone who wants to take a course
from Lathrope, but can not get
excited about taxation, will have
the option enrolling in a course on
sports law.
As "chief academic officer" at
Hastings, Lalhrope might be
expected to have some advice on
how to succeed in law school.
Lathrope said his best counsel for
students who are having difficulties in law school is to realize that
the roots of their problems are
usually not academic: itisimportant to separate personal, financial and other problems from their
academic work. Lathrope also
urges students to take advantage
of the diversity of the curriculum
at Hastings. "You only gettostop
and smell the roses once," he said.

By James T. Schmid
STAFF WRITER

It happens in every c1ass.There you are, alert, well-pre)Jared and eagerly following the
class discussion. You have just
figured out how to distinguish
the facts of a certain case in a way
that allows neat application of a
well-established rule oflaw. But
suddenly, something changes.
The facts which were once
familiar and comforting, have
been rudely altered. The rule of
law, which once seemed pure and
unsullied, has been ravished by
exceptions. And without warning, unreasonable people are
doing unreasonable things in unreasonable ways, and you are
being asked to account for il
- You have encountered the darling of every professor, the hypothetical.
Now, it doesn't mailer that no
one in their right mind would
write out an agreemenlto buy the
Bank of America building on a
cocktail napkin, or unwittingly
perform an act of consensual
sodomy with their long-lost twin
brother. No, despite these difficulties, your class participation
will still revolve around your
answers to bizarre hypotheticals
which can not be adequately
explained if the entire American
Law Institute took a year's sabbatical to work on it.
The worst realization this time
of year is that even your grades
are determined by the hypotheticals on the exams. Do we really
want law journal participants
whose only qualification is that
they did better on an exam which
asked whether aliens who induced
people to board a spaceship by
using mind control lawfully obtained their consent to false imprisonment?
Despite my reservations about

Just Because
conJinued from page 7

out the best in the world's greatest
players.
La Musica y La Felicidad
Los Lobos play acoustic folksongs tonightat the Warfield ...
According to one campus informer, Etta James plays the Great
American Music Hall tonight and
should not be missed ... College
radio darlings Game Theory perform at the Kennel Club on Nov.
25. Among many great songs is
an older single called, "I Wanna
Get Hit By a Car" .. . Edie Brickell & New Bohemians, who have
been described by a another reliable informer as a cross between
Suzanne Vega and The Grateful
Dead, play the Fillmore on Dec. 9

their educational value, and in the
spirit of exam preparation, I have
put together the following set of
hypotheticals that I feel represent
what everyone will be facing in
just a couple of weeks. Hopefully, they will serve as fair warning of what improbable and intractable legal problems are even
now being dreamed up in the dark
recesses of the faculty offices.

to Hawaii to celebrate before starting work. During the cruise the
ship encounters a tropical storm
and sinks. Alone in a life raft, you
wash up on the shore of an uncharted island. However, on the
island you encounter a primitive
tribe of natives who take you into
their homes, feed and clothe you,
and introduce you to their simple
culture. You enjoy your stay on
the island but eventually encounter problems when your interest
I. Contracts
A, a zookeeper for the San in the tribal chiefs daughter deFrancisco Zoo, drives to the Port velops into what can only be
of Oakland one day to pick up a described as a kind of primitive
shipment of penguins in a refrig- "breach of prom ise" dispute. The
erated semi truck. On the way chief is preparing to skin you alive
back, the semi breaks down on with a dull piece of flint when the
the Bay Bridge. Because the re- tribal elders prevail upon him to
frigeration unit also breaks down, give you a chance to prove your
the penguins begin to sweat, and innocence. According to tribal
A becomes worried that he would custom, you will be given an
not get them to the zoo on time. opportunity to have your dispute
Just then, B, who is driving an judged by whatever system is
empty refrigerated semi truck, customarily used in your own
stops to help. A, realizing that it tribe.
will take him some time to fix his
Keeping in mind that the tribe
truck, says to B "I wi\1 give you has no written language and has
$100 if you will take these pen- never been in contact with the
guins to the zoo for me." B says "I outside world, give the tribal eidagree," puts the penguins in his ers a complete, clear and concise
truck and drives away. An hour explanation of the entire Federal
later, after A's truck has been Rules of Civil Procedure. Be sure
towed to the shop, A decides to to go into the rules' common law
walk back to the zoo to make sure origins and point out wherever
the penguins made it safely. On the federal rules differ from the
the way there he runs into B, who rules in the several states. Pay
is walking down the sidewalk with special attention to difficult conall the penguins waddling along cepts such as joinder, interpleader,
behind him. A says to B, "Hey, I discovery, service of complaint
thought I told you to take these and jurisdiction, making sure to
penguins to the zoo." B replies, "I fully explain the reasoning bedid, but we had so much fun there hind each rule. Use only short,
we thought we'd go to a movie as simple sentences and plain lanwell'"
guage which would be understood
Can A sue B for breach of by someone with no knowledge
contract?
of English. You may use sign
language if you draw clearly.
IT. Civil Procedure
You have 60 minutes.
Soon after graduating from
Hastings and passing the bar
exam, you decide to take a cruise

ITI. Torts
D,ayounggirl,iswalkinghome
with her dog one day when a
terrible storm appears out of
nowhere. D runs home, but before she can get to the storm cellar, a tornado develops and lifts
the entire house in the air with D
in il When it lands it falls on
WWOE, killing her. D is in the
process of taking WWOE's slippers when she is accosted by
WWOE's sister, WWOW, who
makes a threatening gesture at D
and says ''I'll get you my pretty,
and your little dog, too!" and disappears. D is afraid, but she sets
out to find her way back home.
Later in her journey, after meeting some friends, D is again confronted by WWOW, who creates
a field of poppies, knowing to a
substantial certainty that D will
- fall asleep and be temporarily
confmed. D later wakes up and
finds someone who will help her
get back home, but he tells her she
will have to steal WWOW's
broom for him. On her way to
WWOW's castle, D is forcibly
carried off by flying monkeys,
who also rip the stuffing out of
one of her friends and touch the
others in an offensive manner.
WWOW, intending to cause D
extreme emotional disturbance,
leaves her confmed in the castle
with an hourglass and tells her
that when itisdone hertimeis up.
D cries and sings a song. D,
however, manages to escape.
While being pursued by WWOW,
D, not knowing of WWOW's
supersensitivity to water, throws
a pail of water at her and WWOW
melts.
Discuss all possible torts.
Would it matter if D dreamed the
entire episode?
conJinued on next page

o

... The very merry Fishbone will
tear up the Fillmore on Dec. 16.
So, if you're through with exams,
there's no better way to de-stress
Just Say No to Racism
After watching the chair throwing debacle on "Geraldo" many
people have re-awakened to the
ugly racism promoted by Skinheads. If you feel the need to
protect yourself or those you care
about from such a menace, then
try the Anti-Nazi Kit. For more
information, contact the John
Brown Anti-Klan Unit, 220 9th
St., #443, San Francisco, 94103.
In addition, you may call the AntiRacist Hotline at 431-8339. (I
haven't tried it yet, but it looks
promising ...)

o

o
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Female Buddy Combo
in "Mystic Pizza"
By David Glitzer
STAFF WRITER

In the past few years, the typical moviegoer has been inundated
with "buddy" movies. With the
success of ftIms like "Lethal
Weapon" and "Midnight Run,"
every studio and independent
producer is rushing to cash in on
the trend. As usual, the great
minds controlling the sil ver screen

women hang out and whine about
how they "don 't understand men."
The title refers to the pizza joint
where the female trio work.
Annabeth Gish portrays Kat, a
sensitive, quiet young woman
saving her money to enter Yale in
the spring. In contrast is her hellraising, devil may care, sister,
Daisy (Julia RoberlS). Rounding
out the crew is Jojo (Lilith Taylor), a buffer between the two
sisters and an enigma to her lovesick boyfriend. The film centers
on the evenLS of one autumn, and
proves that guys aren't the only
ones who can drink, have sex and
do a mean lip- synch of "Re-
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This cinematic walk through
the female side would be fine if
not for the nagging fact that the
writers have saddled these vibrant
women with the same mundane
trials and tribulations as all the
have overlooked the fact that most men we have seen before. Each
of these are "male" films. Since woman's story revolves around a
the Alda/Donahue age of sensi- love affair with a man. Boxscore:
tivity has faded away, the tough two "Mr. RighLS" and one "Mr.
guy still needs to throw back ShOLS Very Wrong." To divulge any
of Jack Daniels with a close more would deflate the anemic
com padre who will listen to him screen play; which would be a
whine about how he "doesn't shame, for the film is worth seeunderstand women." But don't ingon the strong performances of
despair, Hollywood finally rec- the lead actresses.
WhileGish,asKat,gamersrave
ognized women with the new film
"Mystic Pizza." Now an audi- reviews for her sensitive approach
ence can watch three young to her character' s fragility, it is
Julia RobcrLS who runs away With
the film ｒｯ｢｣ｲｌｾｬｳ＠
the younger
siSler of the Eric RobcrlS. Her
bombastic performance as the
rottJifluedjrom previous page
outrageous Daisy is tempered with
IV. Criminal Law
shadmgs that let the viewer see
Read the attached material, a through the chinks in Daisy's
delaiJed accountofthe exploiLS of armor 10 the scared lillie girl
Gcnghis Khan and his Mongol beneath the sexpol extenor.
hordes in the 13th century. Now
First-time d1f(.'.C tor Donald Pelassume that the same evenLS are rie has taken a light movie with a
set in the late United Slates during transparent plot and produced a
the20t4century. Discuss Khan's very enjoyable film. He shows a
actions with reference to modem talent for getting the most from
American statutory schemes, his actors and creating great scenes
cxplainingall possible crimes and from mediocre dialogue. Petrie
defenses. Consider in particular uses the working-class selting of
the Model Penal Code treatment Mystic, Conn. to eapture the feelof looting and pillaging, and dis- ings of hope and despair that are
cuss the issue of whether several the heart of the film.
million illiterate, bloodthirsty
"Mystic Pizza" won't make
barbarians can be held to have studio heads rush out of their
formed a criminal conspiracy. In offices screaming "What an
relation to Khan himself, is it a idea! ," but it will make the indusdefense to any of the crimes that try realize that women and their
he really did not feel all that bad buddies have interesting and
about what he did?
important lives.

ExamHypos
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OPINION
En Bane

ook to Future with West Block

Dobbs Reappoiatment

Letters to the Editor
The &.aLASH Budget

One of the biggest challenges for the new Hastings adminiDear Editor:
As an ASH representative, I was surprised the ASH Council voted
tration is to make productive the College's tremendous reto not have the budget allocations of student funds printed in the Law
ources. There are too many examples of untapped, unused or
News. Since many students want to know how their student fees are
gnored assets which belong to the College.
being spent, I have included the breakdown of the allocations for each
The West Block Properties
student group.
Fifteen years ago the College embarked on an ambitious plan
Hopefully, students will use this information to determine which
o build a large legal complex on the remainder of the block
groups they should get involved with.
cupied by the 200 McAllister Street building, known as the
'West Block .... Major financial, legal and political mistakes
Legal Groups Total Allocation
$1815
ere made which caused the plan to fizzle. Hastings still owns
ABA/LSD (Loan)
$200
e property which, in a sense, represents the bulk of the
$120
ACSEL
ollege's endowment. Hastings has a responsibility to its
$725
Environmental Law Society
resent and future students to make the best use of the properties
Hasting's Women's Law Journal
$650
d to secure the best return on the College's endowment.
$1060
Legal Fraternities Total Allocation
ere is a tension between community groups proposing low
Phi Alpha Delta
$610
come housing, and the College's attempts to develop the
Phi Delta Phi
$450
roperty to maximize its return, as noted in the article in this
ssue.
Political Groups Total Allocation
$2500
Hastings occupies a position ofleadership in the city's civic
Amnesty International
$975
d legal community. The challenge for the school will be to
Federalist Society
$50
se the property in a manner befitting both the school and the
National Lawyers Guild
$1000
mmunity.
Student Democrats
$300
The valuable West Block, in the words of one administrator,
Students Organized for Animal Rights
$175
presents the College's endowment Potentially, the property
uld be developed in a manner which benefits the school and
Community Groups Total Allocation
$3677
e community, and which allows the College a reasonable ｾ＠ Association for Kids
$202
$300
tum on investment of the College endowment. We believe 1 Bay Area Sexual Harassment Clinic
Hastings for the Hungry
$100
at such a return on the endowment could provide Hastings
General Assistance Advocacy Program
$2500
'th funds which would improve the opportunities for legal
Hastings
Student
Teachers
(Loan)
$225
ucation, and allow the law school to serve as a better neighVolunteer Income Tax Assistance
$350
r.
While we recognize the city's tremendous need for low
come housing, we also see a need for additional space for
overnmental offices and courts in the Civic ｃ･ｮｴｲｾ＠
While
astings is part of the Tenderloin community, it is also part of
e Civic Center area. Development of the West Block for use
y either county or state courts could prove to be a use of the
roperty which is beneficial to the community and the College.
The most important element in the development of the West
lock, however, is the need that it be done in as open and
articipatory manner as possible, and take into consideration
th needs of the community at large as well as the law school.
The KGO Building
Most Hastings students are probably unaware of the existence
f the KGO Building. Of the few who have noticed it, most of
em would be surprised to learn that Hastings owns it. Located
n Golden Gate Avenue near the comer of Hyde Street (adjant to the rear of the 198 McAllister street building), the KGO
uilding is the former home to a local television station. The
roperty was generously donated to the college when the station
located in the early 80's. Butitonlyrots. The vacant doorway
eks of urine, windows are broken and the paint is peeling In
hort, the KGO has become yet another abandoned eyesore in
e Tenderloin.

McAllister Tower
The Tower is another resource with more potential than is
sed. Several apartments on the upper floors of the building
hould be renovated for use by faculty and students. The Great
all renovation should be a top priority in work done in the
ower. ｾｯｴｨ･ｲ＠
great opportunity in the Tower currently going
o waste IS the lounge on the 24th floor. This should be made
to a reception center or a student lounge, replete with tables,
ideo ames, a
I table, and ssibl a concession stand.

Religious Groups Total Allocation
Hastings Christian Fellowship
National Jewish Law Student Network
S1. Thomas More Society
LEOP Organizations Total Allocation
A/PALSA
BALSA
Hawaii Law Caucus
La Raza Student Association
Native American Law Students Association
OLEOP
Miscellaneous Total Allocation
Gay Law Students Association
Lesbians in Law
Hastings Personal Computer Users Club
Mature Experienced Students Association
Hastings Players
Student Loan Amnesty Program$606 Third Year Council
Third Year Pictures
TOTAL ALLOCATION

$800

$200
$450
$150
$6447

$1400
$1350
$135
$2425**
$500
$637
$3716

$475
$650
$80
$150
$1500
$225
$30
$19,215

The following letter was sent to
Mr. Marvin Baxter,AppoinbTIents
Secretary to Governor George
Deukrnejian:
Dear Mr. Baxter,
I am informed that Harold S.
Dobbs of San Francisco, currently
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Hastings College of the
Law, may soon seek re-appointment to the Board. I respectfully
urge the Governor to decline to
re-appoint Mr. Dobbs.
I am a Hastings student, and I
served a managing editor and
editor-in-chief of the Hastings
student newspaper during my first
two years at the law school. I
dealt personally with Mr. Dobbs
on several matters of great concern to students. The newspaper
and I aggressively investigated
several matters of questionable
legality undertaken by the Board
an Mr. Dobbs, including: 1. 10vestment of restricted scholarship
funds in San Francisco real estate,
contrary to the terms of these
donated funds. 2. The firing of
Dean Bert Prunty, and the subsequent creation and hiring of a
Chief Financial Officer, responsible for College fmancial planning, in violation of American
Bar Association accreditation
requirements.
However, Mr. Dobbs was frequently evasive when we questioned him about these matters.
At his direction, the Board often
met in secret to consider these
matters, which should have been
debated in public. Mr. Dobbs
showed reluctance to deal with
students; he was paternalistic and
patronizing to students, and generally made students feel left out
of the Board's decision making

process.
I bear Mr. Dobbs no personal
animosity. As a loyal Republican, I do not relish unseating Mr.
Dobbs, a G.O.P. member, from
vital position of Hastings Director. However, Mr. Dobbs has
served on the Hastings Board for
twenty-one years. The time has
come for new ideas and more
openness on the Board; these can

** Includes funds allocated before budget process
Sincerely,
Bruce E. Peotter
2d Year Representative

ｾ］＠
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Letter from the Basement

Common Sense

In Pursuit of Funding

Media Wins '88 Election

By James P. Ballantine
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

This has been a busy month,
and this issue of the Law News
features a variety of news, features, and opinion stories covering a variety of issues. We are
pleased that there have been so
many activities and so many
people interested in submitting
articles. Also this month, we
conducted a poll to determine what
students felt about a variety of
issues.
In Pursuit
Faculty

or a

Diversified

Appearing in this month's Law
News is an article addressing a
very important issue at Hastings,
the need for a more diversified
faculty. At Hastings, we are fortunate to have one of the more
diverse faculties of any law school,
but clearly there is room for expansion of this diversity. A broad
defutition of diversity seems par-

ticularly well founded, since a
wide array of backgrounds and
perspectives held by faculty would
certainly serve to enrich the educational process.
One proposal made by the writers of the article is a particular
source of concern, however. The
suggestion for a freeze in hiring
"non diverse" faculty members,
whether practical or impractical,
is a bad idea. Singling out a
particular group and precluding
their hiring is as detrimental and
discriminatory as the institution's
failure to hire a "diverse" array of
faculty members. Such a practice
could unfairly prevent the hiring
of an outstanding candidate. Calls
for a strict timetable to ensure
progress in efforts to establish
diversity are well-founded and
will help to ensure that important
objectives are reached.
In Pursuitorthe Administration
We have been criticized by
members of the administration in
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"From dialogue comes truth"

harping on the past in our reporting of cover-ups by the Board in
regard to the improper use of restricted scholarship funds to purchase WestBlockproperty. These
comments are misguided. When
the College continues to feel the
affects of past conduct which may
have been improper, it is the function of a newspaper to report on
this conduct. We are glad to cover
the positive aspects of Hastings,
but will not hesitate to comment
on the negative when it seems
important to do so.
We also acknowledge that it is
important to look forward without having past scandals impede
the progress of the institution. We
are looking forward to potential
changes in leadership which may
add vibrancy to the College and
help us move away from past
problems with a "clean slate." As
we report in this issue, recent
information indicates that there
could be a significant change in
the composition of the board of
directors with the potential appointment of five board positions.
This is a surprising development,
and the results may be interesting.
In terms of progress, we also
think that itis time to start looking
forward with the WestBlock,and
begin to attempt to realize the
benefits to the College and the
community presented by potential uses of the property.
In Pursuit or ASH
We fInd it unfortunate that your
student government at this time
has chosen not to fund your student newspaper. We work hard
pUlting out the best paper that we
can with limited time and a limited budget. We find it unfortunate that an organizauon which
just allocated $20,000 of your fees
cannot allocate anyfundingatall
for an activity which is as expensive to conduct, and touches as
many people in the community as
does a newspaper. We are also
concerned that there are student
leaders which have attempted to
increase potential editorial controloveryournewspaper. But we
are especially concerned with the
restnctions on student input and
participation, as meetings have
been held in closed seSSion, informauon has been restncted, and
constitutional procedures have
been ignored lO bypass student
scrutiny and comment.

By McGregor Scott
OPINIONS EDITOR

Now that all the ballots have
been counted, who was the real

winner during this presidential
election year? The national media,
that's who.
Beginning with the Gary Hart
escapade and ending with the
election night coverage, the national press elevated itself to new
levels of arrogance, self-created
stature and imposed significance.
It all began with the sudden
decision on someone's part that
we needed to know all there was
to know about a candidate's sex
life. There had always been afine
Imedrawn which precludes exposure by the media of such matters.
Witness the pursuits of Jack
Kennedy and the lack of publicity. But now even that barrier is
gone. Trivial things like policies,
leadership abilities and political
skill weren'timportantenough to
be part of the early campaign
coverage.
Next we were treated to the
never ending stories about the
significance of the Iowa caucuses.
Never has so little been covered
by so many about so few. Remember who won in Iowa? Richard Gephardt and Bob Dole.
Remember who fmished third?
Mike Dukakis and George Bush.
So much for the importance of
Iowa. Then came all the great
stones about how the Democrats
could win If they puta Southerner
on the ticket. Well,L1oydBentsen
IS going back to Capital Hill instead of the White House after
seeing the entire South go for
Bush in overwhelmIng numbers.
Whataboutall the Bush "wimp"
articles. telling us he lacked the
manhood to be president? lfbeing
the youngest Navy pilot during
World War II wasn't enough, the
get-tough George Bush of the
post-GOP convention period took
care of that problem.
Dan Quayle? Despite the best
efforts of Jeff Greenfield and other
media luminaries to sink Bush
with Quayle acting as the dead
weight, Hoosier Dan made it
through the campaign and will be
sworn in as vice-president on Jan.
20.
Thencamethemostgallingpart
of the campaign, the "poll watch"
during the last month. Firsl, we
were told it was allover with
Bush winning in a landslide. The
people actually going to the voting booths was a mere formality
to confIrm what the press had
already decided for us. Then we
were told that Dukakis was fighting back and cutting into Bush's
lead, an anal)' is based on liltle or

no movement in the polls the
media told us had already decIded
the election. Can the manipulation of the electorate by the press
be anymore clear?
All this great stuff culminated
on election night. Convinced that
it had to down play George Bush' s
win for unknown reasons. the
press instead spent the evening
criticizing those on both sides who
had spent the past 18 months
working towards a goal. The
absolute arrogance of those who
sit back and pontificate on the
doings of others, who pretend to
have all the answers when they've
done nothing to put those supposed answers to practice, simpl y
shocks me.
First they lambasted Bush for
running a negati ve campaign. But
that was rebutted by consultant
Roger Ailes who correctly pointed
out that the media only shows
"photos, polls. mistakes, and attacks", effectively cancelling out
the need for any positive campaign intended to show where the
candidate intends to lead the
country. Since the candidates are
dependent on the national press to
present their case to the country,
and the media only broadcasts
"photos, polls, mistakes, and attacks", the candidate is reduced to
these means of presenting his
message.
The most offensive act by the
press tome was the absolute arrogance demonstrated by the correspondents on elecuon night. Particularly galling were David Brinkley's recounting, in a condescendmg manner, a quote from
Bush to the effect that undecided
voters could come down on either
side, and cutting away from
Quayle's Victory statement to go
to some sCIntillating aside from
Dan Rather. What these commentators perpetually seem to
forget is that it is these candidates, on both sides, who count,
not themselves. The candidates
count because they are the ones
making decisions whIch affect
events, are trying WIth all their
might to make a difference, and
who are trying to lead this country. The news people meanwhile
sit back and criticize from the
comfortable setting of the broadcast booth.
The national media figures
would do well to consider the
words of Theodore Roosevelt
before lambasting the candidates
(Democrat and Republican): "It
is not the critic who counts, not
the one who points out how the
strong man stumbled or how the
doer of deeds might have done
them benee. Thecredit belongs to
conJullud 011 page 14
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Fifteen years ago, computer..
assisted legal research (CALR) didn't
even exist. Today it is considered by
law firms large and small to be vir..
tually the single most important legal
research skill you can learn. Essential
to your success as a student, a sum..
mer associate, an associate, even
a partner.
The LEXIS® service amplifies
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the power of classic research skills
for faster and better research results.
It is the power to win, a power you
can master now. For initial training
or advanced courses, talk to your law
library staff or legal research and
writing faculty.

LEX'S·

.The power towin.

© 1988 Mead Data Central, Inc. AU Rights Reserved. LEXIS is a service and trademark of Mead Data Central, Inc. that is registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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Misogyny at Hastings
By Lauren L. Smedley
GUEST WRI11lR

According to a poll taken last
year, a large percentage of our
female students see no need for a
student group addressing
women's issues. The majority of
the women polled also said they
dislike feminists. Presumably
they just dislike "modem-day"
feminists. It is, of course, due to
the efforts of pioneer feminists
that we are now attending law
school. Nev.ertheless, women at
Hastings (consistent with a national phenomenon) shun the label
"feminist" in an apparent plea for
male approval. Why are women
at this level of education sosuspicious of the term "feminist"?
Perhaps it is because most
women-- even those with extensive formal education- were not
taught about misogyny and its
widespread malignant effect on
cultural attitudes and institutions.
Once we become conscious of the
impact the pervasive devaluation
of women and so-called "fern i-

nine" characteristics have on
societal attitudes and relations, it
becomes difficult to view any
manifestations of misogyny as
benign. However, many female
law students-as privileged
members of a devalued and oppressed class-believe that we do
not suffer the repercussions of
these attitudes. Yet has anyone
really escaped the crippling and
oppressive effects of misogyny?
Standards of appropriate attire
put us ata distinct disadvantage in
the courtroom. We are expected
to "adorn" ourselves with high
heels, and consequently, teeter
about like frail birds on stilts. How
can one be grounded and convincing while attempting to balanceontheballsofherfeet? And
sexual harassment occurs as often
in financial-district law frrrns as it
does in garment-district sweatshops, making work environments
more hostile for female attorneys
than they are for their male
counterparts.
Violent crimes against women
such as rape and assault (includ-

ing wife-battering) are committed with astounding frequency in
our society across all social strata.
Yet few students of criminal law
recognize that violent crimes
against women (and gay men) are
fueled by misogyny-just as violence against blacks is fueled by
racism. When we perpetuate these
attitudes, either actively or by our
complacency, we are arguably as
responsible for the prevalence of
these crimes as the district attorneys who refuse to prosecute
them.
A seemingly unnoticed form of
misogyny at Hastings is the stereotype-accepted as a truism by
many female students--of our
female professors as "bitches."
(The term itself is misogynist.)
Criticism of female professors
almost never goes to teaching
effectiveness; they are usually
criticized for their "manner" in
the classroom. Asking questions
of reluctant students and punching holes in their apprehensive
answers is neither polite nor
contillued 011 page 16
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ABA Conference Held
By Julianne Sylva
STAFF WRI11lR

On Nov. 8-11, the American
Bar Association Law Student
Division's Commission on Minorities and Women in the Profession (COMWP) held its Fall
1988 meeting in San Diego.
Purpose and Members
The COMWP was created to
target problem areas for women
and minority law students in all
A.B.A. accredited law schools.
In addition to identifying problems for minority and women law
students, the COMWP also has
several programs and projects
which are designed to assist local
minority and women's groups on
campus.
Since COMWP's inception in
1987, two Hastings students have
served on the Commission. Third
year student Sibby Freeman
served as a commissioner at large
during the 1987-88 term. Freeman was selected from a pool of
qualified applicants. One of the
projects that Freeman implemented was garnering the support of the Law Student Di vision
in prompting the American Law
Institute to recognize dignitary
torts.

I have also participated in
COMWP activities since 1987
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when the Commission met for the
first time at the A.B.A. Annual
Meeting in San Francisco. I hold
a position on the COMWP due to
my status as advisor to the Law
Student Division Board of Governors and because of my position as national student rep(esentative for the National Association of Women Lawyers. I will
complete my term in Spring, 1989.
COMWP Programs and Events
The COMWP has targeted
several immediate and long term
programs and services it wishes
to proVide for the various minority and women's groups located
at all A.B .A. accredited law
schools.
The fir.;t major project will be
distnbuted in January. It is a
"Student Guide to Legal Employment: Maximizing Your 0ptions." This is a complete "how
to" booklet which will assist students in their job searches, beginning from the creation of a successful resume through the formulation of effective thank you
letters.
The next project the COMWP
will undertake is a national newsletter. This will be available near
the end of January. The purpose
of this newsletter is to serve as a
communication channel enabling
minority and women law students
to learn about national, regional,

and local A.B.A., COMWP, and
other events and opportunities.
Students and student groups will
be asked to submit mformatlve
articles and calendars and events
that other students may wish to
attend.
Another major project in the
planning stage IS the pUblication
of a national model tutorial program.
Finally, COMWP's last major
project is to hold hearings on hate
violence at the A.B .AJL.S.D.
meeting in Washington, D.C. next
August If approved, this program promises to be an excellent
opportunity to learn about specific problems plaguing other law
schools. For more information
keep a lookout in the "Student
Lawyer" and the COMWP newsletter.
COMWP Membership and
Participation
All interested minority and/or
women law students are encouraged to apply to serve on the
Commission for Minorities and
Women in the Profession. ApplicaUons will be available in the
"Student Lawyer." Additionally,
please submit any ideas or suggestions to the COMWP Chair,
Alice Freeman, A.B.A. Law Student Division, 750N.LakeShore
Drive, Chlcago, IL 60611.

Group Sets Goal of
Diversified Faculty
Proposes Hiring Freeze on "Non-Diverse" Faculty
By Sharon Chatman,
Sally Martin and
Leora Goren
GUEST WRI11lRS

Hastings is a top law school by
anyone's standards. We have a
student population with outstanding credentials Our recent bar
passage rate for the summer of
1987 was the highestm California These accomplishments are
certainly indicative of excellence.
Dean Read's goal is to promote
and expand the excellence of this
institution. No one disagrees with
this goal. The Issue is whetheran
increase in the diversity of our
faculty is contrary to the goal of
excellence. Hastings as an institution will be improved by an
increase in the diversity of its
faculty .
By "diversity," we mcan characteristics of race, gender, ethn icity, cultural and socio-economic
background, as well as political
and pedagogical ideology, sexual
orientation and disability. The
faculty of this College should be
representative of all members
present in our society before it
can truly call Itself an excellent
educational institution.
Impact or A More Diversified
Faculty
Why should students care about
diversity? Because any discussion of legal theory, with its ethical underpinnings, becomes colored by a professor's viewpoint.
A lack of diverse viewpoints seriously affects the breadth of faculty leaching skills and undermines the quality of our legal
education. A diversified faculty
provides students with role models and mentors, decreasing student alienation and fostering student enthusiasm in the study of
law. The mentor process can
foster the intellectual growth of
the student as well as recommendation letter.; and job opportumties. But many women, minorities, lesbians and gay men find
these relationships diflicult to
foster given the present make-up
of the Hastings faculty.
As a state funded law school,
Hastings'trainsattorneystoserve
the di verse needs of the people of
California A diversified faculty
exposes students to different career options, which may include
serving the needs of disadvantaged communities in California
A diver.;ified faculty promotes
exceptional teaching ability and
community service and encourages exceUence in the more traditional area of scho\ar.;hip.

A dIversified faculty attracts a
greater pool of quahfied minority
and women apphcants as faculty
and students, enabling Hastings
to select high caliber candidates.
Many people may consider that
Hastings has already attained a
diverse faculty because there are
no raving white supremacists on
the faculty. We have the sober
and reasoned analysis of the
Hastings faculty and administrators about the "need to maintain
academiC standards" and the
"difliculty m finding and attracting qualified women and mmority scholars."
What is really behind this facUlty and administration analysis?
It would be too easy to throw out
the accusations of sexism and
racism. Finger-Pointing is not
useful in the dialogue needed
among students, faculty and
administrators if we are to move
forward on this issue.
A new organuation, the Coalition fora Diversified Faculty, has
formed to address the practical
aspects of increasmg faculty diver.;ity, and to assist the faculty
and administration make Hastings
one of the top law school's ID the
nation. The pursUit of a more
diversified faculty IS essenual to
achieve our common goal 01
excellence.
A Proposal To Create A Diverse Faulty At lIastings
At present, Hastings is in a
strong position to be a leader and
anexampleamong law schools in
the pursuit of excellence. The
Coalition recommends that
Hastings makes an unwavering
mstitutional commitment to diversify its faculty, and proposes
the following measures: (I) The
faculty appointments committee
shall be comprised of two students for every five faculty
members sitting on the committee. The student representatives
shall have full access to information available to faculty members
and must have full voting rights;
(2) The appointment committee
shall create a sub-committee with
the responsibility to seek and
recruit qualified "diversity" candidates; (3) The appointments
commiuee shall draft and adopt a
written policy statement which
clearly delineates objective hiring cnteria. The hiring criteria
shall give full consideration to
excellent teaching ability, acuve
participation in community services and diverse backgrounds; and
(4) Scholarship credentials shall
continued on page 16
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Word from Washington

AG Argues Drug Testing
By Chris Palermo
WASIIINGTON CORRESPONDENT
As of this writing the Supreme
Court has rendered no opinions
for the current Term, so in this
article we'll look at a rare event
which occurred this month: the
appearance at oral argument of
the attorney general.
Drug abuse and its social cost
have occupied every aspect of
American political consciousness
this year. The "war on drugs" has
preoccupied Congress and the
presidential candidates. Athletes
competing in the Olympic Games
and professional sports figures
have been exposed as shameless
users of steroids and other performance-enhancing drugs.
Countless celebrities have succumbed to and reformed from the
devastating illness of drug abuse.
Recently, the federal government sought to expand its attacks
on drug use by ferretting out drug
users in government Congress
rust approved, and the Justice
Department implemented, mandatory drug testing by urinalysis
for railroad workers involved in
derailments and other serious
accidents. Later the U.S. Customs Service adopted strict drug
testing requirements for new
employees and those seeking
promotions - a symbolic gesture intended to show that the
agency enforcing drug traffic at
America' s borders is drug-free.
But civil rights advocates
promptly sued the government on
behalf of customs and railway
workers' unions, contending that
requiring the tests is an unreasonable search and seizure under the
Fourth Amendment.
No. 871555, Burnley v. Railway Labor
Executives' Association and No.
86-1879, National Treasury
Employees Union v. Von Raab.
The importance of the issue to
the presidential administration
was underscored Nov. 2 when
Attorney General Dick Thornburgh appeared at oral argument
to argue the government's cause.
Wearing a traditional morning
coat, Thornburgh urged the Court
to allow drug testing of railroad
workers involved in accidents as
a "reasonable response" to a problem affecting "the very lives,
health and safety" of passengers.
Oral argument is generally left
to the Office of the Solicitor
General, and Thornburgh's appearance was the rust by an attorney general since Benjamin Civi1etti, attorney general under President Carter, appeared before the
high court in 1980. Although
Thornburgh argued Supreme
Court cases in 1977 when he was

head of the Justice Department's
Criminal Division, he looked
hardly relaxed in his latest appearance. Thornburgh was peppert:<! with questions by the justices about what classes of railroad employees are subject to
testing, and he hesitated several
times before answering questions.
On two occasions assistants fed
answers to Thornburgh by passing notes to the podium.
In the customs service case, Lois
G. Williams argued that employees suffer a "humiliating invasion
of privacy" when subjected to
urine drug tests. But Justice
Antonin Scalia responded that
"[the Court) thinks of financial
disclosure as an invasion of privacy that is much greater than
these tests." Arguing for the
government, Solicitor General
Charles Fried asserted that search
and seizure restraints should not
apply to drug testing because such
testing is "a very long way from
what the Fourth Amendment was
originally intended to protect."
The Court has never ruled on
mandatory drug testing, and the
Justices could apply several
Fourth Amendment standards to
the programs. They could require
that the government obtain warrants,haveprobablecauseorhave
"particularized suspicion" before
conducting drug tests- with each
standard on the Fourth Amendment spectrum representing a
different interpretation of what is
"reasonable." Considering the
current ideological makeup of the
Court, it would be extraordinary
for the Court to require warrants
or probable cause. More likely,
the Justices will base their decision on the amount of justification needed by the government
before drug tests may be imposed.
And although the outcome of the
cases will be applicable only
public-sector employees, the rul ings could set the tone for programs implemented by private
employers.
Loye Miller, Thornburgh's
press secretary, said the attorney
general wanted to argue the railroad case because "the drug problem is paramount in concern about
law enforcement." The timing of
the attorney general's appearance
could hardly be coincidental Thornburgh argued his case six
days before a national election in
which drug policy is a centnb
issue. Thornburgh also supports
random drug testing for Justice
Department employees, a policy
formulated by former Attorney
General Edwin Meese 1lI. A group
of Justice Department lawyers
have sued the Department to block
the program.
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Abortion Not Issue for Court
By Fletcher C. Alford
GUEST WRITER

A recent campus debate hosted
by the Hastings chapter of the St.
Thomas More Society has served
to once again focus attention on
the perennial issue of abortion.
Across the wide spectrum of
debate regarding the practice of
abortion on demand, there is perhaps but one fact which commands a broad consensus,namely,
that abortion is a very important
national issue with fundamental
implications for our social policy.
Beyond this most preliminary
agreement, however, all consensus quickly breaks down.
Proponents of "free choice" argue adamantly that society must
respect the woman's bodily autonomy. The decision to abort the
fetus is solely within the province
of the woman, they say. At least
until the very later stages of the
pregnancy, the state has no legitimate interest in prohibiting Stich
an important personal option .
Those of the "pro-life" persuasion are equally adamant in their
assertion that the choice to abort
must not be available to woman.
The legal availability of abortion,
they say, constitutes no less than
state-sponsored murder.
This seemingly intractable dispute may be reduced to one fundamental question: Is the fetus a
human person? The way in which
one answers this question is dispositive of the abortion issue. To
the extent that the fetus is a human
person, the woman's choice is
irrelevant; one is never free to
choose to take the life of an innocent human person. Conversely,
if the fetus is not a human person
during the relevant time, it then
becomes very difficult to justify
the state's intrusion into the
woman's decision to abort it. In
this sense, all argument regarding
the existence of a woman's "right
vf free choice" is premature until
He have rust resolved the issue of
whether the fetus is a human person.
This question of the fetus ' person hood is a very difficult one,
admitting of no easy answers, and
I mustfrankIy admit to nol having
yet decided my position on it.
However, there is one thing I am
confident of: It is clearly not the
sort of decision whIch should be
made by the judiciary.
The question is in part a religious,
philosophical one. When does
human life begin? What attributes musta thing possess before it
can be considered a human person? It is also in some respects a
political question. To what entities shall we extend the full soc ie-

tal protections of "personhood"? themselves to decide cases which
Butajudicialquestion itclearly is necessitate "a lack of judicially
not.
discoverable and manageable
As we have noted, there is wide- standards ... or the impossibility
spread and vehement disagree- of deciding without an initial
ment surrounding the issue of the policy determination of a kind
personhood of the fetus. Into this clearly for nonjudicial discretion
fray, enters the Supreme Court.
.... " Roe is such a case if ever
Apparently oblivious to these there was one.
uncertainties, the Court in Roe Law students, immersed as we
autocratically undertook to an- are in a study of the courts, tend
swer that question for us a1l--to to harbor an inflated conception
"set the record straight," so to of the competence of judicial
speak. In thecourseofafew short decision-making. In the heady
sentences Justice Blackmun and a11-consuming experience
blithely informed the world that a of legal education, it is easy to
fetus is clearly not a human per- lose sight of the necessary limits
son. It is a mystery to me how of the judicial province vis-a-vis
nine unelected and thoroughly the popularly elected branches
fallible men could anoint them- of our government. Most of us
selves with the authority and the have not protested the unguided
competence to answer for all of policy-making of the courts,
society this most difficult and because the policies thus
thorny question.
achieved have been generally
One wonders ifJustice B lackmun consistent with our own
managed to maintain a straight political preferences. However,
face while claiming in Roe that he it should go without saying that
"resolve(d) the issue (of the fetus'
this may not always be so; the
personhood) by constitutional precedent has been set for
measurement." In a most cryptic judicial usurpation of the
chain of reasoning, B1ackmun democratic decision-making
discovered the answer by "inter- process, and the tradition thus
preting" a provision of our establislied may someday return
constitution designed to guaranto haunt us.
tee the equal rights of blacksthe 14th Amendment!
I wish the question was that easily continued/rom page JJ
answered. In fact, however, the
the man who is actually in the
text of our Constitution does abarena, whose face is marred with
sOlutely notnmg to mlorm our
sweat and dust and blood; who
decision as to whether or not the
strives valiantly; who errs and
fetus is a human person. No procomes short again and again; who
vision of the Constitution is even
know the great enthusiasms, the
arguably equipped to address this
great devotions, and spends himissue.
self in a worthy cause; who, if he
Our system of government has
wins, knows the triumph of high
struck a balance between majoriachievement; and who, ifhe fails,
tarian rule and the protection of
at least fails while daring greatly,
minority rights. According to that
so that his place shall never be
balance, the will of the legislature
with those cold and timid souls
must be respected by the courts
who know neither victory nor
unless it is found to violate a
defeat."
specific constitutional imperative.
Where, as here, the Constitution
is silent on an issue, the decision
is reserved by our ｾＧＡｭｯ｣ｲ｡ｴｩ＠
has all sorts of things
system of government for the
you might be tempted
people and their legislauve repreto buy ...
sentatives-not fornine unelected
Maaazines and books,
ｾｮ､＠
lfll ou h.iv. no hrr.. to rud
and untouchable jurists. The
great greeting cards,
courts have no business deciding
ｾｮ､＠
if \lOU h.vf' no hnw to 'Writ. ..
whether the fetus is a human perBooks-on-tllpe for sllle
or rent!
son. That is not a legal decision;
do your CJUUSTM4S
it is an ethical and a policy decishoppiDg early!
sion of the most fundamental
nature, and as such is properly
ｾｲｮｬＧ＠
ｾｮ｟＠
ｴｾｩ＠
ｾｯ｟ｵ＠
ｾｯＡＬＺ｟＠
reserved to the legislature in the
exercise of its policy-w3lcing
function.
Even the more activist-minded
members of the Court have, in
more rational moments, recognized the limits of judicial decision-making. Justice Brennan, in
Baker v. Carr, advised that the
courts should not take it upon

Common Sense
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SIMILARITY IN BAR REVIEW
COURSES ENDS AT THE PRICE!
･ＮｾＬ＠

BAR REVIEW

IS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE FULL
SERVICE BAR REVIEW IN CALIFORNIA.

THE PROOF IS IN THE
RESULTS.
Essay Writing Workshops: including over 20
hours of essay exam technique lectures and
testing with more than 150 past California bar
exam questions. Each week you will turn in 12 practice essay exams for a complete written
evaluation. .

The ONLY "live" bar review lectures in
California: Taught only by ABA law school
professors.

Performance Test Workshop: 4-day intensive
in-class preparation on all facets of the performance exam taught by Charles Whitebread of
U.S.c.: Plus, all relevant actual performance
exams, given since 1983, with issue analyses!

The Paced Program: The most intensive dayby-day study guide structured to pace you
through the bar review and keep you fresh for
the actual bar exam!

BAR/BRI Intensive MBE Workshop: Over 20
hours of in-class preparation teaching specific
methods on all 6 subjects. Includes over 2,000
practice multistate questions with explanatory
answers!
Simulated Bar Exam: Held in class over consecutive Saturdays (avoiding the burn out factor caused by 3 consecutive days of simulated
exams) for each of the three sections of the
bar exam.

BAR REVIEW

11801 West Olympic Boulevard "'7
Los Angeles. California 90064
(213) 477 -2542

332 Golden Gate A venue
San Francisco. California 94 102
(41 5) 441 ·5600

1407 First Avenue
San Diego. California 92101
(619) 2360623
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continued from page J0

only be achieved with new Board
members.
I urge the Governor to decline
to re-appoint Mr. Dobbs to the
Board.
Thanking you for your consideration,
Respectfully,
Christopher Palermo

success of the programs with students' progress.
As for the "mainstream students," to the extent that animosity exists against the LEOP program, it is likely due to indifference or ignorance about the program. Obviously, many people
will have differing views about a
program like LEOP. Fischer

because of non-minority students
in the program, but because each
LEO P
year some
students
are either
bation or
put on prodisqualifieddueto
low academic
mar k s ;
these students have
the option
readmisto seek
sion. Faculty members equate the

Article
Dear Editor:
Much emotion has been stirred
since the appearance of your article on OLEOP on October 20,
1988. A fellow LEOP member
mentioned to me after reading the
article that the strategy for those
who oppose the LEOP program
will be to "Divide and Conquer."
Kyle Fischer had an opportunity
to support the LEOP program and
he blew it The strength ofLEOP
will depend on the cohesiveness
of its members.
A real questioning of the LEOP
program has come from an unlikely source - some faculty and
board members. The validity of
LEap has not been challenged

Misogyny
continued from page JJ

Recently, several female flrstyear students wrote a letter to the
editor objecting to some of these
practices. This evoked the response from many students that
these women are "too sensitive
about gender issues." Query what
is "too sensitive" about gender
issues. Two years ago, I and
several other fIrst- year women
objected to being addressed as
"Miss" instead of "Ms." by our
professors. Today those same
professors still address female
students as "Miss" instead of
"Ms."
As many fem inist authors have
pointed out, if men were prostituted, raped, defiled, objectified,
battered, abused and harassed on
the scale that women are in
America-for just one day-it
would be declared a national
emergency.
Perhaps we perceive others as
"too sensitive" about issues to
which we are totally insensitive.

"ladylike." In this culture, women
are expected to ask questions with
an apologetic intonation and feign
agreement when given shamefully
ignorant answers. (Even such a
brazen woman as Barbara Waicontinued on "ext page
ters does not "intentionally" ensnare people in their own ignorance! When achieved by a man,
small part of the world. Thus, not such an endeavor is considered
just female, minority ,lesbian and brilliant; when accomplished by
gay students suffer from the lack a woman, it is invariably considof diversity, but ultimately all ered "bilChiness.")
Hastings students suffer because
The disrespect shown for our
they are receiving a fundamen- female professors is shocking in
tally incomplete education. De- light of the fact that many of them
spite the best intentions of stu- have authored hornbooks and
dents and some faculty at casebooks. These women would
Hastings, racism, sexism and be considered gods if they werehomophobia are far more preva
n 't women. (How many students
lent than they should be among talk about goddesses in law
people who will someday be school?)
judges, legislators and attorneys
The blatantly sexist practice of
representing all members of soci- addressingJemale students by our
ety. We ask for support from the marital status is all too common
MR. CLEAN
entire Hastings comm unity in our among our male (and even some
(AIRLINE CLEANERS)
efforts.
of our female) professors. The
PROFESSIONAL ONE·STOP CLEANERS
Please join us at a panel
terms "Miss" and "Mrs." define
DRY CLEANING ••• EXPERT ALTERATIONS
discussion on this issue Friday,
women by their relation to men
FINIISHED LAUNDRY _. WASH·N" FOLD
Nov. 18 at 11:40 a.m.in the
which (we law students know)
116HydeSt(nearGoldenG••) n6-1656
Alumni Reception Center. A
reflects our recent status as chatwine and cheese reception will
tels.
follow.
r--=------- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - -

Diversified Faculty
Responses to OLEOP

Novt!l'IIMr 17, /988

continued from page 1J

be redefined broadly to include
unconventional areas of research
and publication in non-traditional
journals.
The Coalition further recommends that Hastings establish
specific annual goals and timetables for hiring faculty members
from all such under-represented
groups, so that within the next 20
years the faculty will fully represent the diversity the California
population. Due to the small
number of annual hirings, the
Coalition proposes an immediate
hiring freeze on individuals not
mem bers of the under-represented
groups.
When a faculty represents only
a small part of the population,
students are exposed to only a
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claims it is the "presence of nonminority" students that fuels the
resentment towards the program.
He is wrong. It is the presence of
non-minorities and minorities that
gives credibility to the program,
and to suggest otherwise dilutes
its integrity.
LEOP is not an afflnnative
action per se. Its aim is not to
equalize or solve all racial injustice. The program is designed to
provide disadvantaged individuals with the opportunity to obtain
a legal education. Access to
education is the objective. IfFischer is concerned with racial discrimination in employment, he
should attack the legal industry,
notLEOP.
Sheri Kravetz
Dear Editor,
ThemembersofLaRaza unanimouslypassed the following resolution at ourt general meeting on
Nov 11:
WHEREFORE: La Raza law
students were not contacted for
the Law News article "OLEOP
EXAMINED."
WHEREFORE: La Raza respects the right of individuals to
express their opinions. However,
the opions expressed do not represent the views of La Raza Law
Students.
WHEREFORE: La Raza Law
Students stands fmnly in support
oftheOLEOPPROGRAM. We
believe the continued existence
of OLEOP is fundamental to the
continued success of the LEOP
PROGRAM.

Reactionary Postering
Dear Editor:

Since Bruce E. Peotter has
gotten his two cents in the Law
News twice, I feel compelled to
respond to this man's views.
Peotter, in his outrage that someone tore down his posters "illustrating the horrors of abortion,"
states that "most people have the
maturity to recognize the rights of
others" and that "[wJe must all
recognize the rights of others to
express their views." What hypocrisy! Mr. Peotter, I suggest
you practice what you preach.
Rights include the right of a
woman to choose if she is financially ,emotionally and physically
able to give birth to a child.
Peotter accuses "open-minded
liberals" oCthe "dastardly deed"
of tearing down posters. Perhaps,
Mr. Peotter, the perpetrator was
some close-minded conservative
who did not like what he or she
saw; close-minded conservatives
usually do not when confronted
by the ugly realities of life. Maybe
it was some close-minded con-
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servative woman who just had a
legal abortion. Maybe it was a
janitor whose job it is to remove
posters. Who knows?
Peotter's outrage does not end
there. He states, "several cases
have been reported" where Bush/
Quayle propaganda has been defaced. Reported to whom? The
CIA? It's not hard to see where
Peotter's rhetoric comes from as
he accuses "liberals" of another
dastardly deed. Mr. Peotter has
seen one Bush campaign ad too
many. It apparently escaped him
that there are many people, conservative, moderate and liberal if
you must label them, who are
outraged at the prospectofhaving
as their president a man who is a
liar and a criminal in regard to his
actions in the Iran-<:ontra drugs,
guns and hostages debacle, a man
who purchased property only a
few years ago which contained a
racial covenant in the deed, and a
man who wants to send doctors to
jail and women to back-street
butchers. Remember Bush's
comment about "kicking some
ass" after debating Geraldine
Ferraro? Well, he's going to put
all the "girls" in their place now.
Having Quayle "a heart-beat
away" is a prospect that gravely
concerns many "conservatives."
What is frightening is that Mr.
Peotter, the cream of the crop, the
elite of American youth, with the
privilege to attend law school and
the opportunity to learn and grow,
appears completely indoctrinated
and unwilling to accept others'
views or even the possibility that
things may not be as they seem.
He readily points his finger at the
enem y "liberals." Peotter's reactionary posturing is truly sad.
Hopefully, he just lacks the one
thing he says most of us have,
maturity.
Kelley Snider

L.I.L. "Satire"
Dear Editor:

The article by James Schmid in
the last issue of the Law News
(which saterized Lesbians in Law
with a group entitled "Virgins in
the Law'') reflects a pornographic
conception of what it means to be
lesbian. Lesbians in Law is focused no more on the sexual activity of its members thatn BLSA
is focused of the sexual activity of
Black law students. Where, Mr.
Schmid, did you get your education?
Lauren Smedley
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Justice Blackmun
colllinlUdfrompage 1

has, and it always will."

Earlier in the day, 31aclcml!ll
took questions during ar. hiormal discussion period with a
crowd of second and third year
Hastings students.
Selected by louery from the
four Constitutional Law sections,
the students packed the Moot
Courtroom to hear the high court
justice talk about past decisions
and present issues.
Showing a wry appreciation for
the tendency of the law to change
in unexpected ways, Blaclcmun
read letters he had received from
irate citizens, regaled the students
with behind-the-scenes anecdotes,
and spoke in a more serious vein
on controversial questions facing
the Court.
Ask::.:! to comment on the prospectiw fate of Roe v, Wade, the
controversial 1973 decisionguaranteeing women a constitutional
right to abortion, Blaclcmun declined to predict the outcome of
future reconsiderations.
Nonetheless, he stated that, "the
votes are there if they wish to
change it." Blaclcmun counted
Justices O'Connor, Scalia,
Stephens, and White as sure votes
for overturning F&!<, and plainly
12beled recent appointee Justice
T{ennedyas the deciding vote.
Blaclcmun left no room for
doubt as to his own feeling about
the continuing validity of the decision. "I make no apologies for
Roe v. Wade, he said "I think it
was correct when it was decided
and I think it's correct today."

Nakelsky
cofllifllUd from page 2

Service Challenge." It is a
project whereby NAPIL
challenges law firms across the
country to contribute $1,000 for
every five summer associates
they hire - with a maximum of
$10,000 per fmn. To date over
$40,000 has been commiued to
the challenge.

MR. CLEAN
(AIRLINE CLEANERS)
PROFESSIONAl. ONE-5TOP ClEANERS
DRY ClEANING - EXPERT At TERATlONS
Ｇｾ＠
FOlD
FINIISHEO LAUNDRY'" ｗａｓｈ

118 Hydo 51. (_, G - . Gato) 7711-11156

FIVE STAR LEGAL WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in all legal formats:
Memorandums, Briefs, Pleadings, Law Journal
Articles, Resumes and Cover Letters
5g4-5076
*12 years experience

Constitution
ColllinlUdfrom page 1
ment procedure as set forth in the
ASH Constitution. Article IV, section seven of that document, entitled
"Constitutional Amendments," requires, among other things, that the
entire student body approve any
changes by a special election. The
provision appears to specify that the
Governing Council can only propose
dITlendments .
Once.' an amendment is proposed,
section ｳ･ｶｾ＠
provides that: '''The
[ASH] President shall then call an
elect!C'TI which shall be held within
ftfteendays .... Notice of the election,
with a full statement of the amendments shall be posted on bulletin
boards of the school for at least one
weekprevious totheelectJon. VotiJw
shall be by secret ballot and a favorable vote of two-thirds voting on the
amendments shall take effect imrne-

PIL5 PHaro
diately." Members of the ASH Council wen: apparently unaware of this
provision when they voted to amend
the constitution.
During ASH budget hearings early
this semester, adispULe arose between
members of the ASH Executive
Council and the Law News when
GorenandBursh interpreted the ASH
Constitution so as to remove the
newspaper from the usual ASH funding channels and to place the newspaper within the student government's
control. Representatives of the Law
News disagreed with this interpretation and said that in any event ASH
has no Jurisdiction ova the newspaper. The controversy surrounding
this interpretation have dominated
recent ASH meetings, many of which
were conducted in closed session.
In related acuon, afta passing the
resolution, ASH voted not to allocate
any student funds to theLaw News in
an 11 -10 vole

Abortion Debate Draws Heat
cofllifllUd from page"

spoke of privacy. Both avoided
women. Women are the experts.
Women are not murderers, they
are morally conscious decisionmakers. Pro-lifers treat women
as passive genetic vessels," said
Zandy Kidd of the Women's
ChOIce ClImc in Santa Rosa.
"People behaved well and the
audience was restrained," Professor Forrester said.
Next Stop, the Supreme Court?
The debate's resolution took
on added significance last week
when the Justice Department
urged the Supreme Court to overturn its landmark 1973 ruling in
Roev. Wade
On Nov. 10, U.S. Solicitor

General Charles Fried flied an
amicus brief requesting the high
court to review a federal appeals
cowtdecision which struck down
a Missourianti-aboruon law. The
invalidated statute, among other
things, declared that a human life
begins at conception. President
Reagan has strongly allied hlffiself with the pro-life movement
and the solicitor general's action

is vIewed by many as the Reagan
admlOiStrat/on 's last ditch effort
to reverse the case thatestabhshed
a woman's constitutional right to
an abortion. Three years ago the
court rejected a challenge to Roe
v. Wade, 5 to 4. But last year
Justice Lewis Powell, who was
considered a critical swing vote
in that decision, resIgned and was
eventually replaced by Justice
Anthony Kennedy. Kennedy has
not publicly revealed his view on
the issue of abortion.
Many court observers predict
that thedeath knell will soon sound
forRoev Wade regardless of how
Justice Kennedy votes. They cite
the fact that three of the high
court's most liberal members,
including Tobriner lecturer and
author of the Roe oplOlon, Justice
Harry Blaclcmun, are elderly and
likely toeitherresignordiewithin
the next four years. Vice President Bush frequently expressed
pro-life sentiments during his
successful presidential campaign.
Observers believe he would appoint justices who are closer to
his views on abortion.
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Hastings Students Convey Interests, Priorities
By Way
GUESTPOLl.STIlR

We wanted to know what was on
the minds of Hastings students, so we
talked to 30 of you to find out Our
pol1 was an anonymous survey conducted by randomly selecting phone
numbers out of the student directory.
Here are the results.
You were satisfied with Hastings
(all but one of you said you would
make the same choice if given the
opportunity today), but you all gave
areas that needed improvement.
Nobody said that Hastings was perfect. Interests and concerns for the
school were consumer-oriented. We
are the consumers of the product that
Hastings sel1s,a legal education. As
consumers, we feel that Hastings sel1s
a good product. The faculty was
overwhelmingly rated "very good"
(63 percent) , and many take a "strong
interest" in Hastings' national reputation as a top 20 school (55 percent).
We fmd that Hastings is a great buy
for our time and money, primarily
because the tuition is so low.
As to improvements, we want better service and more variety. Sixty
percent of the respondents expressed
ahighconcemoverclass size/crowding. Many also answered that
Hastings, and law school in general,
turned out to be less than what they
expected. They felt that it is more of
an assembly line or trade school education, involving less interaction and

due to this lack of interaction between students, we may not know
each other well. This may explain
why we don't hold such high opinions of our fellow students. Only 40
percentrated their classmates as ''very
good", while50percentrated them as
merely "okay."
Sixty percent of our respondents
said that class size/overcrowding is
Hastings'biggestweakness. Wehave
too few teachers for the number of
students. Our professors are our best
assets (as we said earlier), but they
cannot do their best because they are
flooded with students.
The board of directors, and its
impactontheflJlllIlcesandreputation
of the College was also a topic of
concem--38 percent expressed a
strong interest in monitoring the activities of the board and 45 percent
expressed some interest Of course,
the other 17 percent indicated no interest at all in the board's antics.
Variety is thespiceoflife. Next to
crowding,thebiggestcomplaintabout
Hastings is the dreary grey drudgery
and boredom oflaw school. We want
more "products" from which to
choose. Many of us, 50 percent,
expressed a "strong interest" in seeing more variety in course offerings.
Teachers should be encouraged to introduce more offbeat opinions in class
discussions. Also, they should be
encouraged to teach more classes in
their areas of interest, like Dean
Lathrope's sports law course or Pro-

course. Perhaps the one unit mini
courses are the proper vehicles for
this. The school should also consider
hiring more people with different
backgrounds in the law to add variety
to the law school experience.
We take pride in the diversity of
the student body, and we support the
idea of a diversified faculty. Many
students expressed either a "strong
interest" in the LEOP programs (33
percent) or some interest (43 percent
) in them. Two of the students expressing "strong interest" in LEOP
were strongly opposed to LEOP. They
were not against special admissions
only that preferential treatment should
be given once admitted. There is
overwhelming support for the diversified faculty movement. Fifty percent of those surveyed supported the
idea, while only 33 percent were
either opposed to it or thought that
that it was unfeasible.
Discrimination exists on campus.
Sixty-two percent of the respondents
it existed, and although racism was
mentioned, sexism was the more frequent response. Most felt that sexual
discrimination existed between students, although discrimination by the
65ers and other professors was also
mentioned.
Students felt that the Law News
was doing a good job (41 percent
rated us "very good" and the rest
rated us "okay"). They were not very
interested in the journals and moot
court(11 percent had "no interest" in

fessor Cunningham's takings clause

those programs

80 ROOMS· PRIVATE BATHS· TELEPHONE· COLOR TV

RATES $49-$69
The Hotel
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had"someinterest")-manythought
that these programs were overrated.
,There was little or no interest in
student government (57 percent had
"no interest" and 40 percent only had
"some interest"). Students felt that
there is little need for a representative

govemment when many problems can
be resolved on a person to person
basis. Ifanystudentinputisncedcd,
students can always sit on committees. The so-called studentrepresentalives often have their own agendas
to advance.

r;:::==========================::::;'1

The Results: Hastings Student Poll
Yes

Maybe

No

1. Law school been what you expected ?
15
24
2. Gening your time and worth ?
3. Do it again today?
29
4. Hastings meeting public needs
as state school?
18
5. Rate interest in these:
Lots
8
a. Class size
b. Course variety
13
c. Student government
d. Board management
11
10
e. Equal opportunity. programs
f. Campus safety
13
g. Grading system
13
16
h. National reputation
5
i. Law journals/ moot court
j. Hearing a variety of viewpts.
13
k. West block
9
1. Job placement service
11
Very Good
6. Rate quality of following:
6
a. New Dean ( 15-too early to tell )
b. LawNews
12
19
c. Faculty
12
d. Students
7. Trust a graduate at random
Yes: 16
to represent you ?
8. Discrimination on campus?
18
10. Opinion on diversify

7

7

4

2

5
Some
10
11
12
13
13
14
11
9
20
11
11
5

5
None
2
2
17
5
7
3
4
4
3
5
6

OK

Poor

9
17
10
17
No: 13
11
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•

25 hypothetical essay problems and model

answers
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•
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WestBlock
cotllittrud from page 1

than wedo .. .it will only be proven
in time."
A neighborhood planning and
advocacy group dating back to
the 1970s, the 500-600 member
coalition includes Tenderloin
residents along with people working in the neighborhood. Supported by membership dues and
private grants, the coalition exists
to preserve and enhance the North
of Market area - specifically as
a residential community.
Past Coalition President and
Board Member Richard Livingston has worked in the Tenderloin
for over a decade. Anadministrator with Reaality House West, a
non-profit social services and
neighborhood development
group, Livingston oversees the
Cadillac Hotel, a low-cost residence for elderly and disabled
people, and the non-profit Sizzler
restaurant within the Cadillac.
Though he recognizes the market forces that make high-rise
commercial development an attractive, Livingston states that,
"you just can't allow people to be
buying up residential properties
with a bunch oflow-income tenants on them, evict them and then
develop it as a lucrative business
property. You can't allow that
precedent, otherwise you won't
have any low-cost housing."
"We don't feel thatthecommunity has to pay the price for mistakes that the law school made,"
Russell said ...The school owes a
lot of money because they had to
take out this loan [to replace the
scholarship funds]. "Hastings
created this problem themselves,
and it's unimaginable that the
community should have to pay
forit."
Livingston notes that the four
block radius encompassing the
Cadillac Hotel and West Block
houses the highest concentration
of Southeast Asians, homeless,
elderly, and disabled citizens in
the city.

"If you look around that four
block radius, you see a lot of
pressures," Livingston said. "You
see Union Square, one of the top
retail districts in the United States,
along the Hastings comer you
have the Ci vic Center, and ...along
Market you have all the development of Nordstrom and Moscone
Convention Center. On the North
side you have Nob Hill and more
tourist stuff. All of those are very
strong economic forces, and they
have been historically expanding
and taking up more ground,
whereas the residential community is a very weak economic
system."
Efforts by community organizations to preserve the neighborhood's residential character began in the late 1970s, when the
Planning Coalition , Reality House
West, St. Bonifice Church and
others urged the city to rezone the
area for primarily residential use.
In 1985, the city agreed to rezone 40 Tenderloin blocks.
Known as the "North of Market
Special Residential User District,"
this section became a high-density, mid-rise residential area with
permissible building heights limited to six to eight floors and
commercial use limited largel y to
the street level. Activists say the
reroned district included a good
portion of the property owned by
Hastings. The northwest portion
of West Block still remains in
controversy, it was allowed to
remain commercial. Community
leaders insist that thecity approved
this arrangement after being assured by school administrators
that the property would be used
for commercial purposes.
'They were using the protective coloring of a University of
California institution and making
statements that turned out to be
very misleading, that this was
needed for the educational development of the school, when in
fact. almost from the very stan
this was areal estate deal." Calvin
Welch. an administrator with the
Council of Community Housing

Check In For
The Evening.
On Opera Night, check into the
Abigail Hotel and enjoy all that the
Civic Center Area has to offer .. .
J.A. Melon's before the show .. .
Kimball's, Stars and M.l:\.\ afterward.
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Organizations said.
The San Francisco City PlanningCommission seems to agree.
In September, over protests from
Hastings. the Commission voted
to make the parcel part of the
North of Market Residential
Special User District. West
Block's present residential status
is technically an 18-month "interim" period for city planners to
study and decide the parcel's
permanent fate. Under the interim arrangement. the Planning
Commission. Board of Supervisors. and mayor's office must vote
to keep or revoke the disputed
parcel's residential status. Activists say it is all butcenain that the
property will be made permanently residential. As for the
property being roned commercial as Hastings administrators had
desired. Randy Shaw says.
"there's no chance, there never
was a chance and everyone knew
but Hastings."
Community members espe·
cially bitter about efforts by the
school last spring and summer to
solicit international commercial
high-rise developers for West
Block land. "They wasted great
sums of money producing aglossy
brochure for a development proposal which would never have
been built, which shows no sense
whatsoever of the political reali-

ties of attempting to up-zone a
neighborhood that had just been
down-zoned" Shaw said. "Anyone who ever lived in San Francisco or ever read a newspaper
would know the impossibility of
that. but not Hastings. It's like
someone from another planet."
Also galling to some is the
school's refusal to fmd uses for
the West Block that would generate income for Hastings without
violating area zoning. "If Hastings
wanted to build an eight-story
luxurycondominium •... that·snot
something that I'd want built, but
it complies with theroning." Shaw
said. "There's plenty they could
do and make a great profit.
They're just not acting in a very
prudent fashion."
Founded and staffed largel y by
Hastings student volunteers. the
four-year -old General Assistance
Advocacy Project (GAAP)
works.on behalf of indigent San
Francisco residents. many of
whom reside in the Tenderloin.
Currently operating from a small
space at 383 Eddy St.. the Project
is sorely in need of larger facilities.
GAAP President Dave Haracz
recently asked the administration
to rent a spacIOus West Block
storefront to the Project. Chief
Financial Officer Joan Majerus
was willing to let the group rent

the space for $2,000 a month,
Haracz said.
Though he acknowledges that
the figure is half the going rate for
the space. Haracz says it is twice
what the Project - which operates on a yearly budget of$24 ,000
-can afford. Moreover, Haracz
wonders how many potential
tenants would take the space on
the month-to-month basis the
administration is currently offer·
ing.
For GAAP. the unavailability
of the space carne as a sore disap·
pointment. "The quote I got [from
the administration] is that they
havea fiduciary duty to the school
to get as much rent for that space
as possible," Haracz said. ''I'm
sure they do have a fiduciary duty
in that manner, but I think they
also have a fiduciary duty to the
neighborhood that seems to have
been forgonen."
Most of the plans for use of the
property were made by the
Hastings board of directors and
previous admimstrations •. but to
the knowledge of commuOity
mem bers, the board's poSitIOn on
the property remams unchanged.
"We are totally prepared to
battle again, after that period [the
18-monthinterim] isover,"Calvin
Welch saId. "I don't believe that
Hasungs is Just gOlOg to roll over.
unfortunately."

Hastings Board
Reappointments

haupt has commented that it is
"common knowledge that Dobbs
was on the Board when the diversions were made. and knew everything which was going on despite subsequent denials."
"It is extremely important that
Dobbs not be reappointed. It is
crazy to reappomt someone who
has been largely responsible for
the problems that we have been
having to reappoint them for
another 12 years. It is time for
Dobbs to make a graceful withdrawal. it does not make sense for
him to continue." Lewenhaupt
told the Law News.
Board member Jack Knox also
stated his strong opposition to the
reappointment of Dobbs. "I in·
tend to oppose actively any effort
to reappoint Harold Dobbs to the
Hastings Board," he stated.
Knox indicated that if the
Governor were to nominate
Dobbs, he would work to oppose
Dobbs' contirmation by the SenateRulesCommittee. Knox stated
that Dobbs' reappointment to the
board would "not be in the best
interests of Hastings," and that
thereare"good,strongarguments
against Dobbs," and that he would
not hesitate to make them to the
Senate Committee.
A simIlar problem with the
Senate Rules is not seen for
Etienne. who has been on the
Board since 1981. 'There is no
doubt that he would get by the

Senate Rules Committee," stated
board member Joe Cotchett.
Stating his fll1Tl support for
Etienne, Cotchencommented that
the vice chairman IS "one of the
hardest working and most outstanding members of the board.
and one that always has the students' best interests at heart."
According to several sources
close to the board. including Board
members Cotchett and Lewenhaupt, Sproul and Mitchell's terms
expire at the end of the year. The
two were appointed in October,
1986 to fill vacancies created by
former directors Daniel Shoe·
maker and Max Jamison, respec·
uvely. and It is claimed.that their
terms expire when the terms of
their predecessors are up ..
According to the minutes of a
June 17, 1987 board meeting, the
terms of both Shoemaker and
Jamison were scheduled to expire
Jan. 1.1989.
"It is only possible to appoint
an individual to an existing term,
not to a new term, since a new
term would not exist," said an
expert in corporation and admmistrative law. It is a rule in Cailfornia that appointments to vacancies in offices run only for the
duration of the term created by
the vacancy, and not for an entire
new term.
"How can there be any doubt
that their terms run out at the end
of the year?" said CotchetL

continrud from page J

Dobbs.
Several sources close to the
Board have told the Law News
that the prospects for the reappointment of Dobbs are "slim,"
due to his health and continuing
controversies involving the fIScal
management of the College.
Dobbs recently suffered a heart
attack, which was followed by
triple bypass heart surgery, according to sources close to Dobbs.
Recent disclosures by the Law
News indicating that Dobbs was
directly involved in directing the
diversion of scholarship funds for
the pwchase of West Block prop･ｲｴｩｾｳ＠
have received attention
recently in the San Francisco
media community. After the Law
News reported these discoveries
in Sept. and Oct.. they were featured in a front page story in the
San Francisco daily legal newspaper. the Recorder. on Oct. 31.
Board member Jan Lewenhaupt
will send a letter to the Governor
urging that Hastings have the
opportunity "to start out with a
clean slate ... without persons CODnected with College in the past."
He has noted that "Jamison is
gone, and now Dobbs should go. "
Alluding to the diversion of scholarship funds for the purchase of
West Block properties. Lewen-
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